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Abstract

During the last few years, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) has gained increasing popu-

larity in supply chains for tracking the state of goods. Recent developments and achievements

together with a decrease of prices enable the tagging of goods on item level in various scenar-

ios. With the increasing complexity of supply chains, also the requirements to RFID systems

regarding localization and tracking have become more complex.

This work presents an approach for localization and tracking of RFID tagged items in practical

applications based on probabilistic considerations. The novelty of this work is the fusion of

different information sources of an RFID system in a probabilistic framework. Hidden Markov

Models (HMMs) are used to model and classify RFID read eventsand sensor signals in an

identification point model. In addition to that, a probabilistic model based on HMMs is used to

consider information from the business layer. The appropriate fusion of the suggested models

allows for a reliable localization and tracking of RFID tagsin practical applications.

Keywords: RFID, localization, business process modeling, Hidden Markov Models





Kurzfassung

In den letzten Jahren verzeichnete die Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Technologie einen

enormen Aufschwung im Bereich der Logistik. Die rasant fortschreitenden Entwicklungen

im Bereich von Transpondern und Lesegeräten ermöglichenes, einzelne Güter in Lieferket-

ten von der Produktion bis zum Verkauf zu verfolgen. Die ständig wachsende Komplexität in

Geschäftsprozessen und Lieferketten stellt dabei auch immer größere Herausforderungen an die

eingesetzten RFID Systeme hinsichtlich der Lokalisierungund der Nachverfolgung einzelner

Güter.

Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Lokalisierung von RFID Transpondern in praktischen

Anwendungsfällen auf Basis probabilistischer Modelle. Dazu werden die verschiedenen Infor-

mationsquellen eines RFID Systems in einem probabilistischen Framework kombiniert. Dieses

Framework beinhaltet ein auf Hidden Markov Modellen basierendes Klassifikationsverfahren

für RFID Lese-Events und Sensorsignale. Zusätzlich wirdein probabilistisches Prozess-Modell,

ebenfalls basierend auf Hidden Markov Modellen, für die Miteinbeziehung von Informationen

aus dem Business-Prozess Layer verwendet. Die geeignete Kombination dieser beiden Informa-

tionsquellen ermöglicht eine zuverlässige Lokalisierung von RFID Transpondern in praktischen

Anwendungen.

Stichwörter: RFID, Lokalisierung, Business Prozess Modellierung, Hidden Markov Modell
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1
Introduction

The first chapter of this work gives an introductory overviewof field of Automated Identifica-

tion, with a special focus on Radio Frequency Identification(RFID). For this purpose, section

1.1 covers the principles of automated identification whereas section 1.2 deals with the basics

of RFID and RFID systems. Moreover, also the use of probabilistic models in the field of local-

ization of RFID tags is motivated by a discussion of the various effects that introduce a random

behaviour in RFID systems.

1.1 Automated Identification - Auto-ID

Walking into a store, buying clothes or food, books or DVDs isa normal task in our every-

day life. Every product we buy usually has been transported along way from manufacturing

over different storage halls and warehouses before it was finally placed in the shelf of a store.

Along this way, products need to be identified for logistic and management purposes. This is

the point where Automated Identification (Auto-ID) comes into play. Auto-ID summarizes dif-

ferent technologies that are concerned with the collectionof information about certain objects,

e.g. goods in a supply chain. The key feature of Auto-ID systems is that data processing is

performed directly without human interaction. In order to be able to identify objects, they are

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

provided with an identifier which is nothing else but a uniquenumber that is associated with the

considered object. In the context of Auto-ID, there are several commonly used terms that shall

be explained here for clarification. Anitem is a certain object of interest, which is meant to be

identified by the Auto-ID system. The terms item and object can be used synonymously. As

stated above, items are provided with an identifier that is stored in a machine readable format

using atag or label. A reader is a device that is capable of performing an identification of

items by reading the item identifier. A well known example forsuch a setup is the standard

optical bar code: Optical labels contain the item identifierand bar code readers are used for the

identification. In commercial applications, items are mostoftentagged(provided with the label

that contains the identifier) already during manufacturing. An identification point consists of

one or more readers that are used to identify objects at certain critical locations where informa-

tion needs to be acquired. Auto-ID systems have in common that they are employed in some

kind of business process. In general, this term covers the organization of activities and tasks

that produce a certain product or offer a certain service [8]. In the context of Auto-ID, business

processes describe the flow of goods over different stages, such as manufacturing, storage and

transportation. These stages in the process can be mapped toidentification points of an Auto-ID

system, where all incoming goods need to be identified in order to update their regarding the

level of detail at which items are tagged. The first family of systems uses a unique identifier

for each and every single item. This is referred to asitem level taggingand offers a higher

transparency at the cost of additional processing efforts.The second family of systems aggre-

gates several items (possibly of the same type) to larger units which are then provided with an

identifier. Regardless of the level of detail at which items in a process are tagged, the task of

an Auto-ID system is to provide information that allows to determine the current position of an

item in the business process, i.e. tolocalizethe item. Consequently,tracking of an item is the

continuous determination of its position in the business process.

To make an automated object identification possible, different kinds of machine readable iden-

tifiers are widely used in the industry, such as bar codes, magnetic stripes and RFID (Radio

Frequency Identification) transponders. Over the last decades, bar code labels have dominated

in industrial and commercial applications. Although the technology is not new, RFID tags have

gained increasing popularity during the last years which ismainly caused by the decrease in tag

prices and the constantly improving performance. Currently, there is a competition between bar

code and RFID systems, each having its advantages and disadvantages. Bar codes, especially

the so called One-dimensional bar code are ubiquitous in commercial applications. Almost ev-

ery product can be identified by means of its Universal Product Code (UPC) which is stored

2



1.1. Automated Identification - Auto-ID

using a bar code that is printed onto the considered item. Advantages of this kind of iden-

tification are: Bar codes are very cheap, can be placed on objects of almost arbitrary size and

shape and moreover reading devices are in the low price segment. However, bar codes also have

their drawbacks: One significant disadvantage is that identification by means of an optical label

requires a clear line of sight between reader and label. Occlusion, dirt or degeneration of the

carrier material of the optical label can have severe negative impact on the read performance.

Another drawback is that bar code readers can only identify one bar code at a time. Given a

large number of items, the identification has to be performedsequentially which is a time con-

suming process. Moreover, bar code systems using the UPC only allow for an identification of

the type of object, but not of the actual item itself. For example, there is a unique number for

all blue shirts of a certain manufacturer, but one can not distinguish between shirts of the same

type. For this reason, real item level tagging is not possible.

RFID tags do not suffer from these drawbacks. Since radio waves are used for the commu-

nication between tag and reader, a line of sight connection is not necessary as long as the tag

is not shielded by surrounding metal objects or water. By using an anti-collision mechanism,

up to several hundred tags can be identified within a second which is simply impossible when

using standard optical labels. Today, tag and label manufacturers offer a huge variety of tags,

especially designed for specific applications in the industry, transportation and the retail sector.

Lately also so called “on metal tags” have been developed that are especially designed for tag-

ging metal objects.

Identification of goods on item level offers high transparency of the underlying business pro-

cess. It is possible to track the history of an item back to itsmanufacturing place and date. On

contrast to bar code tagging, which only allows for an identification of the type of object, RFID

tags offer the possibility to track a single, specific item. From the business process point of

view, knowing where a certain item is at a certain time instant is valuable information. Most

RFID systems today to a certain extend offer the possibilityto localize a tag. Identification

points at critical locations (outgoing goods, incoming goods etc.) provide information about

when a specific item left a factory or warehouse or was delivered to a shop. Due to increasing

requirements to the supply chain, this information may however not be sufficient. Just in time /

just in place delivery and individual packing need more advanced approaches. Individual pack-

ing for example makes an assignment between specific items and packaging units necessary.

RFID technology has the potential to provide solutions to these requirements, however there

are still challenging issues to overcome.

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

Whereas RFID tags were predicted to replace optical bar codes some years ago, today’s trends

say that both technologies will coexist in the future. On theone hand, RFID tags are superior

when there is a large number of items to be identified within a short time, however they are

much more costly than optical labels. Bar codes on the other hand offer a high reliability and

allow to keep the costs for labels and reader hardware low. For this reason, most Auto-ID sys-

tems use a combination of both technologies. Packaging units such as boxes are most often

tagged with optical labels, whereas the contained items areequipped with RFID tags.

After this general introduction to the field of Auto-ID, the remainder of this chapter covers

a brief overview over the basic mechanisms in RFID systems and outlines problems in terms of

localization and tracking.

1.2 Radio Frequency Identification - RFID

The history of contactless identification using radio wavesranges back to the 30ies of the last

century and has its origins in warfare [13]. During World WarI, microwave radars were used

to detect incoming aircrafts by means of backscattered radio waves. The major question was

whether the detected plane belonged to allied or hostile forces. To solve this problem, German

pilots started with roll maneuvers in order to change the backscattered signal and indicate that

they are allied forces. This is a first, very primitive transmission of a single bit (friend or foe)

using backscattered radio signals.

The achievements in semiconductor industry enabled the development of a variety of differ-

ent RFID transponders during the last decades. The most promising RFID technology for the

identification of a large number of items within a supply chain operates in the Ultra - High Fre-

quency (UHF) band around860MHz. This frequency band implies two consequences for mod-

ern RFID systems. First, the read range of up to several meters is quite considerable. Whereas

this is desired in some applications to enable a distant identification, there are also drawbacks

as will be discussed later on. Second, the short wavelength of signals in this frequency band

implies a compact tag size. The EPCGlobal Class 1 Generation2 [10] standard is the latest

standard for UHF RFID systems. The advances in this standardenabled item level tagging in

virtually any application. The standard is built on the use of passive RFID tags, where pas-

sive indicates that the tag itself does not have a power supply. Instead, it gets energized by the

incoming radio wave and uses this energy to backscatter information, such as its identifier or

4



1.2. Radio Frequency Identification - RFID

data stored in the memory. In order to solve the multiple access problem when there are several

tags in the RF-field, an anti-collision mechanism roughly based on the Slotted Aloha protocol

[30] is defined in the EPCGlobal standard. During a so called inventory round, a reader ener-

gizes all tags in the field of its antennae and singles out the tag responses (consisting of the tag

identifier) in a sequential manner. For this purpose, the tags choose a random number which is

decremented at the start of every new round. As soon as the number approaches zero, the tag

sends its identifier as response to the reader request.

Due to well known effects in UHF radio channels, such as multipath propagation and fading

[22], different problems which result in unreliable readings do arise. Since the EPC Class 1

Generation 2 standard uses passive RFID tags, the first problem is to establish a stable energy

supply for each tag as it passes an identification point. Power regulations in the used frequency

band limit the reader output power and hence careful antennapositioning and orientation is

critical to solve this issue. The second problem is to receive the backscattered signal which is

several orders of magnitude smaller than the reader’s emitted signal. This problem is a major

challenge for reader manufacturers which provide higher and higher receiver sensitivities (up to

−80 dBm in state of the art readers). An additional challenge results from the problem of the

shared medium: Several tag responses may overlap, causing collisions on the channel which a

reader can not resolve in general. Since the standardized anti-collision algorithm is based on

picking random numbers, this additionally introduces randomized behaviour in the tag - reader

communication.

To summarize, the use of UHF signals offers advantages such as a considerable read range

and compact tag sizes, but there are also drawbacks like unreliable read events due to unpre-

dictable wave propagation. Additionally, randomized behaviour is introduced by means of the

anti-collision mechanism.

1.2.1 RFID Systems

Modern RFID systems consist of a variety of components and share a common layered struc-

ture. The general layer model of an RFID system is shown in figure 1.1. The central layer of

every system is the middleware as connection between sensing devices and a backend system.

Sensing devices in an RFID system can be RFID readers, bar code readers, scales or motion

sensors, but also more common devices such as light barriersor ultrasound sensors for distance

measurements. These sensing devices have in common that they acquire some information

about the items subject to a certain business process. Lightbarriers and ultrasound sensors can

5
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Middleware

...

Backend - System

RFID

Reader

Antenna ... Antenna

Physical

Channel

Tag ... Tag

RFID

Reader

Antenna ... Antenna

Physical

Channel

Tag ... Tag

Sensors

Physical

world

Figure 1.1: RFID system block diagram. The middleware can be consideredas the cen-
tral layer of an RFID system. It serves as an abstraction layer between sensing
devices (RFID readers and sensors) that obtain informationfrom the physical
world and a backend system which is used to store and process information
on a business process level. The task of the middleware is to manage the sens-
ing devices, collect information from these devices and provide condensed
information to the backend system.
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1.2. Radio Frequency Identification - RFID

be used to detect the presence of objects, measure their speed or for triggering RFID operations.

Bar code readers are still widely in use to identify packaging units (such as boxes or trays) on

conveyor belts. Finally, RFID readers acquire informationabout the RFID tagged items. On the

one hand, this information consists of the item’s identifierand possibly some memory content,

on the other hand, an RFID reader can also provide information about the reading process itself.

A read event for a specific tag consists of:

• The tag identifierI: As defined in the EPCGlobal standard, every tag carries an identifier

of 96 or 240bit, which allows to assign a unique number to every single item in a process

chain.

• Timestampt: The time instant when the read event occurred. Usually, taginventories

are performed periodically, for this reason each tag will have more than one read event,

separated by a unique timestamp.

• RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator)r: Information about the strength of the backscat-

tered signal. Most state of the art RFID readers provide the RSSI information in a loga-

rithmic scale (e.g. dBm), some even for the in-phase and quadrature phase component (I

andQ) of the received signal.

• Antenna indexi: Since most RFID readers have more than one antenna port which are

used in a time multiplexed manner, also information about the antenna which inventoried

a tag is provided.

In a more formal notation, a read event for a particular tag with identifierI, is a triple

e = [t r i]. (1.1)

A tag inventory is therefore defined as the creation of a triplee for a tag with identifierI as soon

as the tag enters the read range of the antenna. Since the inventory is carried out periodically,

each tag will have a seriesE of M consecutive read events, whereM is also referred to asread

count:

E =













e1

e2

...

eM













=













t1 r1 i1

t2 r2 i2
...

...
...

tM rM iM













. (1.2)

The task of the middleware is to collect and evaluate the information acquired by the sensing

devices and to report condensed information to the backend system. In general, the backend
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Chapter 1. Introduction

system is some kind of database that stores information about RFID tagged items, packaging

units, orders and deliveries. In contrast to the inventory of a tag, theidentification is defined as

reporting a tag to the backend system. Based on a series of read eventsE and sensor signalsS,

the middleware has to decide whether or not the tag will be reported to the backend system.

RFID systems are required to provide information about the current position of items sub-

ject to a certain business process, i.e. to localize the itemin the process. In addition to that

it is necessary to keep track of items as they move through thedifferent stages of the process.

Considering the limited reliability of RFID read events, a robust approach for localization and

tracking is required.

1.2.2 Use Cases

In modern logistics and supply chains, individual requirements for deliveries also lead to in-

creased requirements regarding the localization of items in the business process. In many appli-

cations it is desirable to know which packaging unit (e.g. a box or tray) contains which items,

or if a box or tray is packed correctly (i.e. contains all the items that it should contain according

to the order that was placed). Boxes and trays are usually transported by motorized conveyor

belts inside storage halls, which offers the possibility toinstall identification points that provide

information about the content of boxes as they are passing by. In order to allow for a reliable

assignment between items and packaging units (i.e. tags andboxes), a large spacing between

boxes would be ideal because antenna radiation patterns arenot arbitrarily narrow and the read

range of UHF RFID systems is up to several meters. Additionally, wave propagation in prac-

tical applications is difficult to predict due to reflectionson metal items or the ground floor.

However, a large spacing between subsequent boxes cannot beprovided for economic reasons.

Therefore, different approaches for the localization of tags with respect to packaging units need

to be considered. Figure 1.2 depicts a typical conveyor beltapplication with an RFID identi-

fication point consisting of a single antenna. The conveyed boxesA andB contain a specific

number of tagged items and all RFID tags are inventoried as the boxes pass the antenna. Due to

the range of UHF radio signals and the antenna radiation pattern it is very likely that tags in both

boxes will be inventoried at the same time, making it impossible to establish an assignment be-

tween tagged items and boxes. This implies that the large range of UHF signals, though desired

in some applications can also introduce problems when certain requirements have to be fulfilled.

The effects described above also introduce so calledfalse positive reads. Depending on the

geometry and antenna orientation, it is possible that objects located in the vicinity of an iden-

8



1.2. Radio Frequency Identification - RFID

Antenna

A B

M Tags N Tags
v

Conveyor belt

Figure 1.2: Conveyor belt application with RFID. In many practical applications, pack-
aging units (boxes or trays) which contain a certain amount of tagged items
are transported across storage halls using motorized conveyors. The boxesA
andB are moving with a constant speedv and an antenna is used in order to
identify the items in each box. An additional requirement here is to establish
an assignment between tags and boxes as they are passing by.

tification point that are not meant to be identified will be inventoried. Imagine for example an

RFID portal as shown in figure 1.3. In this scenario, boxesA andB are moving through the

portal with a constant speedv and the items in these boxes should be identified by the RFID sys-

tem. Since space is a scarce resource in storage halls, “reading free zones” around identification

points can not be provided and for this reason, boxC is located right next to the identification

point. In contrast to the items in boxesA andB, the tagged items in boxC should not be iden-

tified, and by no means be assigned to the content of the other two boxes. Due to the large read

range, the RFID tags in boxC will most probably be inventoried as well. If no classification

among read events is performed, these tags will be reported to the backend system, causing a

false positive read. Hence, the task of identification points is not just to inventory all RFID tags

ever entering the reader field, but also aclassificationbetween objects that are actually and de-

liberately passing the identification point and objects which are located nearby. In this context,

not the exact location of goods (with respect to a coordinatesystem) needs to be known - it

suffices to have information about whether an item has passedthe identification point along the

predefined trajectory or not. In other words, the localization of goods is discretized according

to the level of detail required by the business process. The discretization needs to be chosen

such that identification points like the RFID portal in figure1.3 can provide reliable information

about the current location of goods with respect to the business process.

Usually, items in a business process have a predefined destination and follow a certain tra-
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A

B C

v

K Tags

L Tags M Tags

Antenna

Figure 1.3: An RFID portal. In this application, the RFID systems is usedto identify the
items in boxesA andB which are moving at a constant speedv through the
portal. Due to scarce space, boxC is placed right next to the portal, but items
in boxC should not be identified. Due to the considerable read range of UHF
RFID systems, items in boxC will be inventoried as well, which leads to a
false positive read if the middleware does not perform a classification of read
events.

jectory through the process. Moving back to the example withthe RFID portal in figure 1.3,

this could mean that the tags in boxC already have been moving through the portal (which

might be an identification point for incoming goods at a warehouse) earlier and need not be

identified anymore. Hence, the business process is able to provide information that can be used

together with the information from RFID read events. On the downside, business processes are

subject to errors, which result from human error or faults inhardware and software. For this

reason, also the business process is not a fully reliable source of information, similar to the read

events in the RFID system.

Based on these premises, this work presents an approach for robust localization and tracking

of single items in an RFID business process. In this context,localization is always discretized

with respect to the actual requirements of the process. The fact that RFID read events as well

as business layer information are subject to random behaviour motivates a consideration of the

different information sources in a probabilistic framework. Since standardization is a vital issue

in the field of RFID, the presented system is based on standardized RFID hardware, compliant

to the EPCGlobal Class 1 Generation 2 standard.
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1.3 Organization of this work

After this introduction that discussed the basic components and tasks of an RFID system, chap-

ter 2 deals with related work done in the field of localizationin RFID. Since the idea in this

work is to consider the information provided by the underlying business process, also publica-

tions about process mining and modeling will be reviewed. Chapter 3 then covers an introduc-

tion to the probabilistic model that will be used in this workfor modeling RFID read events

and business processes - the Hidden Markov Model. In chapter4, the application of Hidden

Markov Models to RFID systems is described and evaluated. Since the developed models for

localization in RFID systems have found application in the industry, chapter 5 discusses two

use cases from ongoing projects. Finally, chapter 6 concludes this work with a summary and an

outlook to possible future fields of research.
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2
Related Work

The topic on localization using RFID is subject to active research. Due to the decrease of hard-

ware costs, RFID readers and tags are used in various fields asadditional sources of information.

The first section in this chapter discusses related work in the field of localization using RFID,

where a distinction between reader and tag localization canbe made. Since the focus of this

work lies on the localization of RFID tags, the literature review also concentrates on this aspect.

Another categorization in this context is whether the system uses probabilistic algorithms or

directly relies on measurements.

The second section deals with publications in the field of business process modeling and data

mining in processes. There is a large number of languages especially designed for modeling

business processes, but there is a lack of structure and hierarchy across those languages. Recent

approaches are dealing with more mathematical descriptions of business processes that also al-

low for an evaluation of the model quality.

After a short summary of the related work in the field of localization with RFID and busi-

ness process modeling, the final section in this chapter discusses the contribution of this work

and explains the advantages over previous approaches.

13
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2.1 Localization using RFID

In the last few years, there have been several approaches fordifferent applications in the context

of localization using RFID. A main distinction of applications can be made regarding whether

a system is concerned with the localization of RFID tags or ofRFID readers. The first family of

applications uses one or more readers to determine the location of several RFID tags, whereas

the second family of applications deals with the localization of RFID readers using reference

tags with known positions. An early system for localizing RFID tags is called SpotON [15] that

uses several readers to perform a multilateration based on the measured RFID signal strength.

The multilateration uses an empirically found relationship between received signal strength

and distance, following a quadratic equation. The authors state that this approach suffers from

significant limitations which are caused by the fact that thesimple empirical model does not

consider fluctuations in the received signal strength. The drawbacks regarding accuracy, sam-

pling rate and evaluation time do not allow for a reliable system operation. The authors suggests

an extension to the presented system that uses custom tags, which again can be considered as

a significant disadvantage, since standardization in this field is vital for large companies that

operate supply chains all over the world.

Another system, called LANDMARC (LocAtioN iDentification based on dynaMic Active RFID

Calibration) [23] is based on the idea of a dense reader environment that is able to find a tag

location by the proximity to a reader. This approach uses active RFID tags for calibration pur-

poses and finding thek - nearest neighbours to a tag of interest. Since the used hardware is

not capable of reporting received signal strength information, the transmit power of the RFID

readers is swept in a certain range to get a measure that is similar to the RSSI. This measure

is obtained for every unknown tag and then compared to the allreference tags by means of a

Euclidean distance computation. Thek - nearest neighbours are found as the reference tags

that have the smallest Euclidean distance to the tag of interest. Since the position of the refer-

ence tags is known, this allows for the computation of the taglocation up to a certain degree of

accuracy, depending on the number and placement of reference tags as well as on the number

of used RFID readers. However, this approach has several disadvantages. The first problem is

that the system relies on the use of active tags as references, which are much more costly than

passive RFID tags. The second issue results from the fact that the RFID hardware used in [23]

is not capable of providing information about the received signal strength. The workaround of

sweeping the transmit power implies a considerable processing time which is not desirable in

practical applications. Last but not least, the use of several readers is another important cost
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factor in practical applications.

As an extension to the LANDMARC system in [23], the authors of[19] perform a localiza-

tion in a three - dimensional space and utilize RFID readers capable of reporting the received

signal strength. This eliminates the processing time introduced by sweeping the transmission

power in the LANDMARC system. Instead of using active RFID tags, the extended LAND-

MARC system uses passive tags also as reference tags, which greatly reduces costs in practical

applications. The achieved accuracy lies in the range of theLANDMARC system, but still re-

quires several RFID readers for the computations.

Another approach that interprets the localization task as aBayesian problem is presented in

[2]. In this work, several RFID readers with rotating antennae are used and the task of localiza-

tion is formulated as an inverse problem. The presented system uses RFID readers that are not

capable of providing RSSI information, for this reason the transmitting power is also swept in

a certain range. The posterior probability of detecting a tag at the given rotation angle can be

computed as

P (θ | d) = P (θ)
P (d | θ)
P (d)

, (2.1)

whereθ = (x, y) denotes the location of the tag andd are the acquired data. In equation (2.1),

P (θ) provides a priori information about possible tag locations(e.g. limited by walls or objects)

andP (d | θ) is the likelihood of receiving the data vectord at a certain tag position and antenna

rotation. This likelihood can be acquired by means of an RFIDreader model which directly de-

pends on the antenna radiation pattern and transmission power. Despite this system also has the

drawbacks of long processing time (due to the necessary power sweep) and the need for several

RFID readers, it presents a novel interpretation of the localization problem within a statistical

framework.

Following the idea of a probabilistic interpretation, several other papers have been published

that formulate the localization task in a Bayesian context.In [14] and [17], approaches that are

similar to the idea discussed above are presented and applied to mobile robots. The RFID sys-

tem attached to a robot is used to localize either the robot orsurrounding tags. In both cases, the

RFID reader model is learned from obtained read events and isthen applied to a Monte-Carlo

localization. The RFID reader model learning is done in a recursive manner. Given the known

tag positions and reader trajectory, the model stores detected and not detected tags together with

the RSSI information. This set of read events is then used to compute the likelihood of an obser-

vation (with a given RSSI value) at a given position. To decrease the computational complexity,
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the considered space is discretized into several cells and aGaussian distribution of RSSI values

in a cell is assumed. The accurate results indicate that it issuitable to use a probabilistic ap-

proach for localization tasks with RFID. The big drawback with this approach is however that

a vast number of read events is needed in order to be able to compute the reader or tag location

using a Monte-Carlo algorithm. Considering a steady identification point in a practical system

as discussed in chapter 1, there is no possibility to obtain thousands of read events for tags that

are passing an identification point. In addition to that, thereader model in [17] only focuses

on the relative orientation and pose between the reader antenna and tag, but does not include

environmental considerations, such as object materials. In practical applications, such environ-

mental considerations are necessary in order to cope with several types of tags and tagged items.

The approach for localization discussed in [32] uses so called RFID snapshots to estimate the

position of a mobile robot. A snapshot consists of a list of reported tags within a certain time

frame together with the number of read events for each tag. The event of tag detection is mod-

eled as a random process, following a Binomial distribution. During a training phase, a large

number of snapshots is recorded with a mobile robot that is equipped with two independent

antennae. In the evaluation phase, the RFID snapshots are compared to the training data using

a Monte-Carlo localization. Since the system is relying on densely tagged environments (with

≫ 100 tags), the Particle Filter used for the Monte-Carlo localization suffers from problems

with small particle weights [32]. This method has the advantage that no RFID reader model

needs to be built or learned, however a large number of read events is necessary to achieve ac-

curate results.

An algorithm that is similar to the LANDMARC approach but extends its idea in several ways

is presented in [7]. In this work, two readers are used to determine the position of a tag with

respect toN reference tags by means of a multilateration. The novelty inthis approach is that

an adaptive Kalman Filter is used in order to compensate for the noisy RSSI information. More-

over, a probabilistic RFID map is generated that representsthe location error for each reader.

In contrast to simple empirical models, a large scale path loss model [22] as frequently found

in the literature is used to estimate the distance between the target tag and the detected refer-

ence tags. Since the goal is to estimate the location of the unknown tags with respect to the

reference tags and not to the readers, the localization is performed among elements in the same

environment that suffer from the same physical effects and therefore show a certain error cor-

relation. Though the compensation of noisy RSSI information is a valuable and necessary step,

the suggested approach also relies on a large number of read events to provide an acceptable
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accuracy. Still, the suggested method could be of interest when it comes to the localization of

static objects when there is enough processing time. However, the results presented in the paper

are based on simulations only and have not been reproduced with real measurement data.

Besides the systems for localization in RFID discussed above, there exist several other ap-

proaches which are based on Direction of Arrival (DoA) estimation [34]. The idea behind DoA

estimation is to derive the direction of an incoming signal by measuring the phase difference

between two antennae. Currently, no off-the-shelf RFID reader offers the possibility to acquire

this information and hence this technique can not be appliedto standard RFID products.

Some of the publications above provide information about the accuracy that can be achieved

using the presented approach. These metrics however are difficult to interpret and do not allow

for an objective comparison, since the used setups differ significantly regarding the number of

used readers or reference tags and quantization intervals.Currently, there is no standardized

way of comparing the performance of localization systems using RFID in terms of accuracy.

For this reason, the review above focuses on criteria that are motivated from a practical point of

view, such as number of readers needed, required processingtime and the use of standardized

RFID hardware.

2.2 Business Process Modeling and Workflow Mining

Modeling of phenomena of any kind is nothing else than an abstraction of ongoing processes

that allows to explain certain observations. This statement can also be applied to business

process models, where the goal is to describe a process in a formalized language that can be

understood and interpreted by others. It is quite difficult to cover all facets of a business process

and there exist a huge number of modeling languages [20]. These languages focus on different

modeling aspects and lack a structural hierarchy. Nevertheless, efficient modeling languages are

the key to describe large and complex processes and are needed to find optimization potential.

Furthermore, modeling languages allow for a simulation of processes, which reduces costs in

the design phase of a new process.

The Architecture of Integrated Information Systems (ARIS)framework [27] is a very popu-

lar and powerful way to describe processes within a company.Following a structured view,

ARIS considers every process as part of a larger enterprise model. The aspect of process mod-

eling within ARIS is covered by Event Driven Process Chains (EPCs) that describe a series of
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activities with clearly defined inputs and outputs. The term“event driven” arises from the fact

that nearly all activities in a company are triggered by someevent. Considering the example

application in figure 1.3, an identification point for incoming goods is triggered by the delivery

of goods to a certain warehouse. On the next layer, RFID read events are triggered by tagged

items moving through an RFID portal etc. Since it is possiblefor a process to require more than

one input and produce more than one output, ARIS is able to model decisions in a process and

governs these decisions by simple probability measures. Using such measures, it is possible

to make statements about how likely the outcome of a certain process chain is. However, the

ARIS framework does not provide mathematical instruments to evaluate processes regarding

their outcomes and does not allow for more complex mathematical investigations. Besides this

drawback, ARIS is a very flexible and popular tool that is ableto put every process chain in a

larger context, making it suitable to model large and complex business processes.

Another common approach for modeling business processes, especially in the field of software

oriented processes are Petri Nets [33] which are capable of describing concurrent processes.

Petri Nets are the background for many commonly used modeling languages as the discussion

in [20] implies. Petri Nets are good at modeling concurrent activities in processes, however they

do not have the possibility to obtain any quantitative information about a process. For example,

it is not possible to get any information about how often one specific path of two or more pos-

sibilities has been chosen or which steps in a process are themost likely ones. The discussion

in chapter 1 indicates that knowledge about the stages and paths through a business process

implicitly provide descriptive power that can be used as an additional source of information in

RFID driven processes. For this reason, a process model thatis capable of making quantitative

statements rather than expressing structural dependencies is desirable.

Starting from a Bayesian viewpoint, there have been severalapproaches to find a mathemat-

ically descriptive and flexible way to model business processes. The authors of [24] describe

an efficient mapping of Petri Nets onto Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and shows how to use

the HMM in order to evaluate the model quality. In contrast tothe Petri Net representation, the

HMM implicitly allows for the computation of a quantitativequality measure, as will be shown

later in chapter 3. The work [24] is focused on general business processes rather than the special

features of processes employing RFID. The novelty is however, that business processes can be

described by means of a HMM, which provides great flexibilityand descriptive power. On the

downside, the idea is restricted to so called Simple Petri Nets which explicitly do not allow for

parallelism. This drawback however does not negatively affect the modeling of supply chain
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business processes, since tagged items are usually not subject to two or more concurrent tasks,

but are rather processed in a sequential manner. The authorsmoreover state that a generalization

to concurrent tasks is possible at the expense of computational complexity and traceability.

An alternative approach, coming from the field of workflow mining (also called process min-

ing) uses the capabilities of HMMs to cluster sequential data from event logs [1]. In general,

workflow mining is concerned with the extraction of temporalpatterns from event logs. Such

an event log is a list of records that were made whenever an activity in a certain process was

performed. In this case, HMMs can be used to find similar or equal state sequences in the

event logs. Due to its flexibility, the approach of representing a business process as Hidden

Markov Model seems a lot more suitable to mathematically describe business processes than

other modeling languages which focus on the process structure.

2.3 Contribution of this work

Localization in RFID is a popular topic with a lot of recent publications. The two major prob-

lems regarding localization are concerned with reader localization on the one, and tag localiza-

tion on the other hand. In general, there are several methodsthat directly rely on measurements

of the received signal strength by means of a multilateration and methods that use statistical

approaches to compensate for noisy measurements.

Due to the randomized nature of UHF signals and tag detectionevents, a probabilistic ap-

proach seems suitable also for localization purposes. The results in the publications reviewed

above show that localization of RFID tags can be achieved based on probabilistic considera-

tions. However, all presented methods rely on a large numberof RFID read events which can

not be provided in most practical applications like the onesdemonstrated in chapter 1. Some

of the methods discussed above provide an accuracy which mayeven not be needed for prac-

tical purposes. To decide whether a tag is moving through a portal or is located besides it, an

exact localization with respect to a coordinate system is not necessary. Besides this fact, the

presented methods do not consider the whole RFID system but rather focus on modeling the

tag-reader communication. Since the business process in which RFID systems operate offer a

great descriptive power about the current state of a tag, thecombination of a model for tag -

reader communication with a business process model is thought to provide the solutions for the

problems outlined in the first chapter.
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To be able to consider information from the business processlayer, a formal description of

ongoing processes is needed. Using this description, it should be possible to perform a quanti-

tative evaluation of every step in the process. The discussion above indicates that a probabilistic

view of business processes is suitable and that a mapping from commonly used process models

(such as Petri Nets) onto Hidden Markov Models is possible. Therefore, the consideration of

the whole RFID system in a probabilistic model is promising to solve localization and tracking

tasks.

The novelty in the presented work is the fusion of different sources of information that be-

long to different layers in an RFID system. As discussed in chapter 1, RFID read events and

the underlying business process layer both can not be considered as a fully reliable source of

information. The idea is hence to take these sources of information and consider them together

in a probabilistic model to perform localization and tracking on a business process level. Due to

the fact that probabilistic models are able deal with randomfluctuations, the suggested system

is expected to be more reliable in terms of localization compared to systems that rely on RFID

read events only. Since standardization is a critical issuefor RFID processes, the developed sys-

tem is solely based on EPCGlobal standard compliant RFID readers and standardized passive

RFID tags.
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Hidden Markov Models - HMMs

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are a flexible stochastic tool for modeling times series. The

first publications about the theory of HMMs range back to the 1960s and since then, they have

been applied in several fields such as speech recognition, pattern classification and bio informat-

ics. The first section in this chapter presents a short introduction to the theory and application of

HMMs, especially with a focus on modeling and classificationof time series and is based on the

tutorial by Lawrence R. Rabiner [21]. Whereas section 3.2 briefly covers general applications

of Hidden Markov Models. Finally, section 3.3 describes thetraining of HMMs from a practical

point of view and explains how trained HMMs can be used for classification of unknown time

series.

3.1 An introduction to HMMs

Phenomena in the physical world in general can be observed bymeans of signals. Consider for

example a vehicle moving at a certain speed, the air pressureas indicator for weather conditions

or electrical currents. The state of the vehicle can be monitored by continuously measuring its

speed. An important step that is necessary to allow for considerations in a mathematical way

is to find a model of the considered physical phenomenon. For this purpose, systems with ded-
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icated inputs and outputs are used. The system mathematically describes the relationship be-

tween the inputs and outputs. Such systems usually considerthe physical process in a simplified

way by neglecting certain effects. Ohm’s law for example is agood model for the relationship

between the electric current in a conductor and the applied voltage, provided that the voltage

remains constant or changes slowly over time. However, it does not model the behaviour cor-

rectly when high frequencies are used.

Depending on the type of physical phenomenon, there are different families of signals and sys-

tems. One important family deals with phenomena that can notbe described in a deterministic

manner but require stochastic considerations. In this context, stochastic signals are interpreted

as a realization of a random process. A more illustrative interpretation is that a random process

is a “black box” that produces a random sequence of outputs. The simplest form of a random

process is a discrete time random process, which means that the system produces an output at

discrete time instances rather than in a continuous manner.Examples for random processes

are Gaussian processes, Poisson processes and Markov processes. Since HMMs can be viewed

as an extension to Markov processes, the first part of this introduction briefly covers discrete

Markov processes.

3.1.1 Discrete Markov processes

A discrete Markov process is a system withN distinct statesS1, S2, . . . , SN , where the state

of the system changes at regular, discrete time instants, e.g. t = 1, 2, . . . , T . Such a system

is depicted in figure 3.1, withN = 4 states and some example state transitions. The current

state of the system can be observed (sampled) at the present time instantt, and is denoted asqt,

following the notation in [21]. From each state, the system may change to any other state with

a certain probability. These probabilities can be written in a compact form using the transition

probability matrix

A =









a11 . . . a1N
...

. . .
...

aN1 . . . aNN









(3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Discrete Markov chain withN = 4

whereaij denotes the probability that the systems changes its state from Si to Sj. The matrix

A is a so called row stochastic matrix, which means that its rows sum up to 1

N
∑

j=1

aij = 1 ∀i ∈ {1 . . . N} (3.2)

and all entries are non-negative:

aij ≥ 0 ∀i, j ∈ {1 . . .N}. (3.3)

Markov chains can be classified regarding their transition probabilities. Whereas the most gen-

eral type of model allows arbitrary state transitions (i.e.aij > 0∀i, j ∈ {1 . . .N}), some models

only allow for certain state transitions. A detailed discussion of the different model types is pro-

vided in [21].

A special case of Markov processes are systems that obey the first order Markov assumption.

This assumption states that the current state only depends on the direct predecessor state, i.e.

P (qt = Si | qt−1 = Sj , qt−2 = Sk, . . .) = P (qt = Si | qt−1 = Sj). (3.4)

The Markov assumption provides a simplification in terms of computational complexity, since

the current state is conditionally independent of earlier predecessor states. Another simplifi-

cation is achieved by the assumption that the transition probabilities are independent of time

which means that the matrixA is constant. A commonly discussed example in the literature
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considers the weather as a three state Markov process with

• StateS1: rain or snow

• StateS2: cloudy

• StateS3: sunny.

Given proper transition probabilities, the model can be used to predict the weather, i.e. compute

the probability that the weather is sunny tomorrow, given observations of previous days. In

order to be able to compute the probability of a given sequence, the initial state probabilities

need to be known, i.e. the probabilities that the system started in a certain state. This can be

expressed in terms of

π = [π1, . . . , πN ], (3.5)

whereπi = P (q1 = Si) denotes the probability that the system started in stateSi. To compute

the probability of a certain state sequenceO = S3S3S3S1S1S3, consider the initial probability

P (q1 = S3) and the transition probabilities according toP (q2 = S3 | q1 = S3),P (q3 = S3 | q2 =
S3) etc:

P (O | (π,A)) = π3 · a33 · a33 · a31 · a11 · a13. (3.6)

Using this framework, it is possible to evaluate the probability of observed sequences and pre-

dict the probability of future states.

3.1.2 Hidden Markov Models

The type of model discussed above is appropriate whenever the state of a system can be ob-

served directly, such as it is the case with the weather-example. Whereas the weather can be

observed to decide if it is sunny, rainy or cloudy some systems can not be observed directly,

but only e.g. through noisy measurements. In this case the observation that is made can be

considered to have a probabilistic dependency on the true state of the system. This extension

leads to the Hidden Markov Model. The term hidden results from the fact that the true state

of the system can not be observed. To extend the weather-example, consider a prisoner that is

locked in a cell, deep down in the tower of London. The cell does not have any windows and

therefore the prisoner can not observe the weather (i.e. thestate of the system) directly. Due to

increasing boredom, the prisoner tries to guess about the weather outside. At noon, the warder

serves lunch and depending on the weather, he carries an umbrella with him. The fact whether

the warder carries an umbrella or not is the only piece of evidence the prisoner has about the
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weather outside. The observationOt at time instantt therefore reduces to the event “umbrella”

or “no umbrella” and depends on the true system state in a probabilistic manner. Since the

weather forecast is not fully reliable, it may happen that the warder carries an umbrella despite

it is not raining outside. On the opposite, it may also happenthat he left his umbrella at home

hoping for good weather, but it is raining despite that. For every state of the system, there is

a probability that the warder takes the umbrella with him. Similar to the transition probability

matrixA, this can be summarized in the observation matrixB for discrete HMMs:

B =









b11 . . . b1M
...

. . .
...

bN1 . . . bNM









(3.7)

wherebij denotes the probability that the system “emits” the symbolOj, being in stateSi. Since

it is possible that the number of symbols does not equal the number of states in the system (as

with the weather example above),B is aN ×M matrix, whereN denotes the number of states

in the system andM is the number of symbols. For the weather example, there is only one

symbol, for this reasonM = 1, i.e.B is a3×1 matrix. An example of a Hidden Markov model

with N = 3 states andM = 3 observation symbols is shown in figure 3.2.

In order to compute the probability for a system being in a certain state given the current

S1 S2 S3

O1 O2 O3

a11

a12

a21

a22

a23

a32

a33

b11 b12b21 b22 b23b32 b33

hidden
states

observable
symbols

Figure 3.2: Hidden Markov Model withN = 3 andM = 3

observation, Bayes’ rule can be used:

P (qt = Sj | vt = Ok) =
P (vt = Ok | qt = Sj)P (qt = Sj)

P (vt = Ok)
. (3.8)
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More general, the transition and emission probabilities allow for the computation of the proba-

bility for any given sequence of observationsO = O1O2 . . . OT .

To summarize, a Hidden Markov Model denoted byλ is characterized by the following quanti-

ties:

• The number of possible system statesN . Despite the fact that the system states are not

observable, they can still have a physical meaning, as with the weather example.

• The state transition probabilities, summarized in the transition matrixA. In the most

general form, every state can reach any other state within a single step, which means that

aij > 0 ∀i, j ∈ {1 . . .N}.

• The number of distinct symbolsM which can be emitted by the system. As discussed ear-

lier, it is possible that the number of symbols is smaller (oreven larger) than the number

of distinct system states.

• The symbol observation probabilities, summarized in the observation matrixB.

• The initial state distributionπ.

Since the two parametersM andN are implicitly given by the observation and transition prob-

ability matricesA andB respectively, the HMM can be represented as a triple

λ = (π,A,B). (3.9)

The literature discusses three basic problems with HMMs, for which solutions exist as well

known and widely used algorithms:

Problem 1: Given an observation sequenceO = O1O2 . . . OT , what is the probabilityP (O | λ),
i.e. the probability that this sequence was generated by themodelλ? The brute force

approach for solving this problem is to evaluate the probabilities of all possible state se-

quencesQ of lengthT

P (O | λ) =
∑

all Q

P (O |Q, λ)P (Q | λ). (3.10)

The expression above assumes statistical independence of the observations, and can be

expanded to

P (O | λ) =
∑

all Q

πq1

T
∏

t=1

aqt−1qtbqt(Ot). (3.11)
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Unfortunately, this approach requires a computationally unfeasible number of2T ·NT+1

operations, which is why more efficient algorithms, as the the Forward-Backward proce-

dure [3, 5] have been developed. Since this introduction is meant to give a brief overview

over Hidden Markov Models from a practical point of view, thereader is referred to [21]

for a more detailed discussion of the Forward-Backward procedure.

The question about the probability of a given observation sequence can be extended to

a classification task. Consider a set ofK Hidden Markov Modelsλ1, λ2, . . . λK and an

arbitrary sequenceO. In order to find out which class the sequence most likely belongs

to, the probabilitiesP (O | λi), i = 1 . . .K need to be computed. The model with the

highest likelihood best describes the observed sequence and hence represents the class of

the signal.

Problem 2: The second problem deals with finding the “best” state sequenceQ = q1q2 . . . qT

of a system given an observation sequenceO. In this context, “best” means optimal ac-

cording to some criterion, such as the “single best state” criterion. This criterion chooses

the states that are individually most likely, i.e. maximizeP (Q,O | λ). The question about

the actual system states given an observation sequence is encountered quite frequently in

communications engineering, where the goal is to decode theactually sent symbols from

the received observations. The algorithm used for decodingan observation sequence is

called Viterbi algorithm [31], which is similar to the Forward-Backward procedure, ex-

cept for a maximization step over previous states.

Problem 3: The last problem for HMMs is the estimation of the model parameters

λ = (π,A,B) (3.12)

from a set of given observation sequences. This procedure isreferred to as training of a

Hidden Markov Model using labeled data represented by meansof observation sequences.

In general, there is no closed solution to this problem. There are, however, several itera-

tive algorithms like the Baum-Welch algorithm [4] which canbe used to find local max-

ima of the probabilityP (O | λ). An intuitive method, closely related to the Baum-Welch

algorithm is presented in [21] and is based on counting the occurrence of events:

π̂i = expected frequency of being in stateSi at timet = 1 (3.13)
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âij =
expected number of transitions from stateSi to Sj

expected number of transitions from stateSi

(3.14)

b̂ij =
expected number of times in stateSi observing symbolvj

expected number of times in stateSi

. (3.15)

A detailed description of the computations involved in the parameter estimation is given

in [21]. All methods used for estimating the model parameters of a HMM have in com-

mon that the quality of the estimation relies heavily on the choice of initial parameters,

since only local maxima of the probability can be found. For this reason, a good initial

choice forπ,A andB is vital for the estimation of parameters and the descriptive power

of the resulting HMM. Besides the choice of model type, number of system statesN and

emission symbolsM , the parameter estimation is the key step in the design of HMMs.

Whereas the former three can be managed most often in a straight forward manner, the

latter needs special attention. One approach is to initialize the parameters with uniformly

distributed values, another approach is to use knowledge about the underlying physical

process if available. Another problem that comes into play when training a HMM is the

fact that the training data will always be finite and therefore may be insufficient to cover

all aspects of the underlying process. A possible solution to this problem of insufficient

training data is to increase the training data set which is sometimes not possible or im-

practical.

So far, the discussion about Hidden Markov Models was about models with discrete observa-

tion symbols and sequences. For modeling certain processesand signals in the real world it is

sometimes necessary to consider a more general type of HMM, where observation symbols are

emitted according to continuous probability density functions (PDFs) rather than discrete prob-

abilities. A common approach to deal with such models is to consider the PDFs as a mixture

of Gaussian densities. For such mixtures, algorithms for the estimation of the mixture compo-

nent weights and the parameters of the underlying Gaussian densities exist [12]. In contrast to

discrete HMMs, the observation probabilities are no longercollected in a matrixB of discrete

probabilities, but rather as a set of PDFs.
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3.2 Application of HMMs

After giving a brief introduction about Markov chains and Hidden Markov Models, this section

provides a general overview over possible applications of HMMs. Moreover, the application of

HMMs to RFID systems and business process modeling is motivated.

HMMs can be used for classification and recognition tasks such as handwriting recognition,

gesture or motion recognition from video signals or speech recognition. All recognition sys-

tems have in common that they perform a feature extraction from a given signal to derive an

abstract representation by means of a time series. The extracted features are then processed by a

set of HMMs and possibly some post processor which is concerned with certain characteristics

of the considered time series, such as grammar for speech.

For example, HMMs are widely used in speech recognition in order to find and recognize basic

units of speech, such as phonemes, syllables or even whole words. For this purpose, a feature

extraction from the given speech signal is performed which most often includes a spectral repre-

sentation. This representation is then analyzed by a set of previously trained HMMs. Basically,

the HMMs perform a classification task and give answer to Problem 1 (i.e. how likely is it

that the considered model produced the current set of observations) as discussed in the previous

section.

The attractiveness of HMMs mainly results from the fact thatthey are not concerned with

the actual signal representation (e.g. voltage over time),but rather rely on extracted features.

Whenever it is possible to extract common features from a given signal, HMMs can be used

for recognition and classification tasks if certain assumptions (such as the first order Markov

assumption) are fulfilled up to a certain degree.

In an RFID system, read events are reported in a standardizedway as shown in equation 1.2.

Such a series of read events can be interpreted as a signal that is subject to random fluctuations

as will be described later in chapter 4. Together with information from other sensing devices,

an abstract representation of these signals can be found by means of a feature extraction. This

representation can be mapped to a discrete time series of observation sequences which can be

modeled by means of a HMM. Using the mathematical framework of HMMs, it is also possible

to classify unknown feature sets. This makes HMMs suitable for the application to RFID sys-

tems, since identification points need to perform a classification of read events in order to report
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reliable information to the backend system.

Similarly, HMMs can also be used to model business processes. In a process, the identifica-

tion of an item at a certain stage yields a discrete observation symbol. For example, if an item

with identifierI was identified at a “goods-in” identification point, the middleware will report

to that backend system that the item with identifierI was read at identification pointk. An item

moving through the different stages of the process hence implicitly provides an observation

sequence of the last stages in the process

O = k l m n, (3.16)

wherek, . . . , n denote the the corresponding identification points. This observation sequence

can be modeled by a HMM in a straight forward way, since no feature extraction and mapping to

observation symbols is necessary. Conversely, HMMs with appropriate parameters can be used

to determine the probability of certain trajectories through the business process, which in turn

can be used to support the localization of items. This discussion implies that HMMs are well

suited for modeling RFID business processes. Moreover, they provide a flexible and elegant

mathematical framework to numerically represent and evaluate information from the business

process layer.

3.3 HMM training and classification in practical applications

This section describes from a general point of view how HMMs can be used for classification

of signals obtained from sensing devices in an RFID system. Whereas the structure and char-

acteristic of the HMM depends on the setup of the considered identification point, training and

classification follow a general procedure.

In general, discrete HMMs require discrete observation sequences for training and classifica-

tion. For this reason, a mapping from the signals obtained from sensing devices in the RFID

system to discrete valued observation sequences needs to befound. This abstract representation

is derived by extracting appropriate features from the signals. To account for the fact that dis-

crete time series are needed, the available signals need to be sampled in an appropriate manner.

Every sample yields ad dimensional feature vector

f = [f1 f2 . . . fd]
T (3.17)
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which means that the features span and dimensional vector spaceRd. Consequently, sampling

a signalK times, yields a feature set ofK feature vectors

F = [f1 f2 . . . fK ]. (3.18)

In order to model the temporal evolution of the feature vector by means of a discrete HMM,

it is necessary to assign every feature vector to a specific observation symbolO1, O2, . . . OM .

This is a common problem in statistical data analysis and there exist a variety of algorithms for

this task. One standard approach is to use the K-Means algorithm as described in [28]. The K-

Means algorithm tries to findM sets of clusters in ad dimensional feature space by minimizing

the sum of squares within each clusterOi

argmin
O

k
∑

i=1

∑

fj∈Oi

||fj − µi||2, (3.19)

whereµi denotes the mean (or centroid) of clusterOi. Applying the K-Means algorithm to a

set of training data
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...
...

fL1 fL2 . . . fLK













(3.20)

of sizeL yieldsM clusters that can be interpreted as the observation symbolsof the HMM as

discussed in chapter 3. This means that the number of meaningful clusters equals the number

of observation symbolsM of the HMM. Provided these clusters, each feature set can directly

be mapped to a series of observation symbols that can be used to train the considered HMM,

for example with the Baum-Welch algorithm.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, learning algorithms like the Baum-Welch algorithm rely

heavily on a good initial guess of the parameters, since theyare only able to find local maxima

of the probability functionP (O |π,A,B) in a recursive manner. One approach is to establish

an initial guess from a physical interpretation of the modeled process. This, however is a time

consuming iterative process that requires a lot of expert knowledge and intuition.

Another possibility is to randomly initializeπ,A andB, estimate the values from the given data

set and evaluate the likelihood of the found model. This procedure is repeated until the model

with the best parameters (yielding the highest likelihood)is found, or until the number of iter-
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Algorithm 1 HMM Learning in pseudo-code
for i = 1 to MAXITERATIONS do

initializeAi with random numbers
initializeBi with random numbers
initializeπi with random numbers
estimatêπ, Â andB̂ and evaluateP (O | λi = (π̂, Â, B̂)) using the Baum-Welch algorithm

end for
λ = argmax

λ
P (O | λi = (π̂, Â, B̂))

ations exceeds a certain limit. The corresponding pseudo-code is shown in algorithm 1. Given

the structure of a HMM (i.e. the number of statesN and the number of observation symbols

M), the HMM learned this way best describes the observation data setO. A third possibility

to obtain the parameters of the HMM is to combine the two approaches described above. For

example, it is sometimes possible to obtain an initial guessfor the prior state probability vector

π from a physical interpretation whereas the transition probabilities can be initialized randomly.

Applying the training procedure described above to different classes of feature sets leads to

a set of HMMs which can be used to classify unknown feature sets. For this purpose, the same

kind of sampling and feature extraction needs to be applied to every given unknown signal set.

The next step is then to assign every sampled feature vector to an observation symbol. As stated

above, the observation symbols are equivalent to the clusters derived by the K-Means algorithm.

Each clusterOi can be described by its mean vectorµi and covariance matrixΣi that can be

estimated from the training feature vectors belonging to a particular cluster. In order to assign

an unknown feature vector to one of theM clusters, the Mahalanobis distance

di =
√

(fj − µi)
TΣ

−1
i (fj − µi) i = 1 . . .M, j = 1 . . .K (3.21)

is computed for each feature vector and cluster respectively. The feature vector is then assigned

to the cluster that yields the smallest Mahalanobis distance. This way, a series ofK feature

vectors is mapped to an observation sequenceO which can be evaluated by means of the trained

HMMs. For this purpose, theN previously trained HMMs are used to evaluate the observation

sequenceO by calculating the probabilitiesPi = P (O |λi). The classifier chooses the HMM

that yields the highest probability and outputs the corresponding classi. A general classifier for

N different signal classes using HMMs is shown in figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: A general classifier for a set ofN different classes. Given a set of signal
sources, a feature extraction is performed that yields a discrete time feature
setF. This feature set is mapped to an observation sequenceO that can be
classified by evaluating the probabilitiesP1, . . . , PN . The classifier outputs
the label of the class with the highest probability of producing the particular
sequence.

Using the mechanisms for training and classification described above allows to consider

RFID read events and sensor signals in a probabilistic manner that can account for random

fluctuations. Due to the mathematical framework provided byHMMs, also an efficient classifi-

cation of signals is possible.
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4
Probabilistic System Model

After the general introduction to Hidden Markov Models and their applications to RFID system

and business process modeling, this chapter presents details about the suggested system for lo-

calization.

Section 4.1 discusses the different types of information sources in an RFID system and shows

how these sources can be considered in an appropriate way forlocalization and tracking tasks.

Based on this discussion, the general localization system architecture is presented.

Section 4.2 deals with the details of modeling RFID read events and sensor signals by means of

HMMs based on an exemplary identification point. For this purpose, the extraction of features

from the available signals and the mapping to discrete observation sequences is described. In

the next step, details about the training of HMMs and a model evaluation are presented. This

includes an evaluation of the developed classification system based on real RFID read events.

Finally, section 4.3 presents an approach to consider business processes employing RFID in

a probabilistic framework by means of a HMM. For this reason,a formal set of rules that map

a given business process to a HMM is discussed. The obtained process model is then used to-
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gether with the classification of feature sets for localization tasks. The section concludes with

an evaluation of the overall system based on simulation results.

4.1 System components for localization and tracking

Considering the general layer model of an RFID system as shown in figure 1.1, there are dif-

ferent components in an RFID system that can be considered assources of information. On the

lower layers, there are RFID readers and sensors that provide information about RFID tagged

items and objects around an identification point. As stated in chapter 1, this information is sub-

ject to random fluctuations for various reasons. Besides thesensing devices, also the backend

system can be interpreted as an information source in terms of business process information.

The backend system is able to store information about every tagged item, including the recent

stages in the process or the physical condition of items and tags. Similar to RFID read events,

this business process information is subject to fluctuations and errors.

The idea in this work is hence to combine the two different types of information sources –

both considered as not fully reliable – and use them togetherfor localization and tracking of

items in the business process. For this purpose, a likelihood ΛI for an item passing an identifi-

cation point is computed based on the information obtained by the sensing devices in the RFID

system. In addition to that, the localization system considers information from the business

process, denoted byH. The result of the localization is an estimate of the currentpositionx̂ of

an item in the process and can be used to update the business layer information. The structure

of the suggested system is shown in figure 4.1.

The mechanisms for localization and tracking are well suited for the implementation in the

middleware of an RFID system. As shown in the general system overview in figure 1.1, the

middleware is the central layer of every RFID system with interfaces to sensing devices and the

backend system. For this reason, the necessary informationflow for localization as outlined in

figure 4.1 does not require extensive changes to the architecture of an RFID system.

Starting from this general system architecture, the following two sections describe the prob-

abilistic modeling of identification points and business processes using HMMs. Besides an

in-depth discussion of HMM training and the classification of feature sets, this also includes

an evaluation of the derived models using real RFID read events and an exemplary business

process.
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Identification point

Business process

Localization / Tracking

H x̂

ΛI

Figure 4.1: System components for localization and tracking. An identification point in
an RFID systems provides a certain likelihoodΛI of items passing the identi-
fication point, based on RFID read events and information from other sensing
devices. Together with the informationH provided by the business process,
this likelihood can be used to estimate the current locationx̂ of an item in the
process.
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4.2 Identification point modeling

The problem statement in chapter 1 briefly outlines the requirements to identification points

using RFID. This section presents a probabilistic model foridentification points based on an

exemplary conveyor belt application.

4.2.1 Physical setup

The physical setup of the example identification point is shown in figure 4.2. Boxes with a

LA Tags LB Tags LC Tags

LD Tags

LE Tags LF Tags

A1 A2

v

Conveyor belt

Ground floor

Lightbarrier

Figure 4.2: RFID conveyor belt application with two antennae. Boxes that contain a spe-
cific numberLi of tagged items are transported by a conveyor with constant
speedv. In addition to that, there are boxes located besides the conveyor, for
example on the ground floor. The task is to identify the items on the conveyor
and assign them to the correct box. For this purpose, two antennae and a light
barrier as sensing devices are used.

specific number of items are transported on a conveyor at constant speedv. The suggested

approach uses an RFID reader with two antennae and a light barrier as sensing devices. The

light barrier is meant to give information about when a box ispassing the identification point

by means of a digital signal. On the one hand, this signal is used to trigger the processing, on

the other hand it also provides information about when a box enters the area between the two

antennae. The two antennae are connected to an RFID reader which in turn reports read events
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to a host PC over an Ethernet connection. The conveyor belt isconstantly moving boxes with

tagged items into the RF - field of the two antennae. Moreover,there are boxes located near the

identification point which contain tags that will also be inventoried.

4.2.2 Signals from sensing devices

After a description of the physical setup of the identification point, it is helpful to have a look

the signals provided by the RFID reader and the light barrier. Given that a box with a tagged

item is passing the identification point at constant speed, it is to expect that the tag will be first

seen on antennaA1 as soon as it enters the field that is determined by the antennaradiation

pattern. As the conveyor belt moves on, there will be an overlapping section where the tag is

inventoried by both antennae in an alternating manner. During this period, the light barrier will

indicate that there is currently a box present. Finally, there will be a stage where the tag is only

seen on antennaA2. Figure 4.3 shows the resulting signals obtained from the read events on

the two antennae and the light barrier. Although the read events obtained by the RFID reader
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Figure 4.3: RSSI pattern and light barrier signal for a single tag passing two antennae at
constant speed.

provide a pure discrete time signal, the plot in figure 4.3 connects the sampled points for a more

convenient view. In addition to that, the the output of the light barrier signal is scaled to the

magnitude of the RSSI values. Thex-axis in figure 4.3 displays a time axis that is shifted to the
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time instant at which the box was exactly at the center of the identification point. Hence, read

events that occurred prior to this time instant show a negative timestamp.

There are three interesting facts about the RSSI patterns from the two antennae in figure 4.3.

The first fact is that the sampling intervals between two subsequent read events are not constant,

i.e. read events are not subject to uniform sampling with respect to time. The reasons for the non

uniform sampling are twofold: On the one hand, there are physical effects on the channel which

cause that the intervals between two inventory rounds are varying, on the other hand there are

also reasons located at the protocol layer as read events arereported to the host PC. The second

interesting issue is that the amplitude of the signals showsfluctuations and discontinuities. The

orientation and angle between tag and reader antenna, tag manufacturing issues and multipath

propagation across the physical channel are possible causes for these fluctuations. The third

noteworthy fact about the RSSI pattern is the limited numberof read events for each tag pass-

ing the identification point. Depending on the speed of the tagged item, the antenna radiation

pattern, the transmitted power and the total number of tags in the field, it is possible to obtain

RSSI patterns with several ten read events in most practicalapplications. The number of read

events is an implicit measure of “how well” a tag was seen at a specific identification point. The

more read events, the more information can be obtained from the corresponding RSSI pattern.

4.2.3 HMM Training

Provided these signals, a feature extraction that enables amapping to discrete observation se-

quences as discussed in section 3.3 can be applied. To overcome the issue of non uniform

sampling intervals, a windowing technique is suggested which splits the whole RSSI pattern up

into K windows of equal lengthTW . Considering the symmetry of the physical setup and the

RSSI pattern, it is suitable to perform a symmetric windowing across the RSSI pattern, indicat-

ing thatK is an odd number. Figure 4.4 shows the RSSI pattern discussedabove withK = 5

windows of lengthTW = 900ms. The total frame length is then

TF = K · TW = 4500ms. (4.1)

The values forK andTW were chosen according to the following considerations: Thefirst

parameter to be chosen is the total frame length which was adapted to the length of the RSSI

pattern. It is chosen such that the frame contains all read events, i.e. the RSSI pattern is not
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Figure 4.4: Windowed feature set for a single tag across two antennae.

truncated. Once the frame length is chosen, the number of windowsK is the next parameter

to be determined. Given a fixed frame length, a compromise needs to be found between the

number of read events per window and the frequency at the signals are sampled. If the window

size is small, this yields a higher sampling frequency but also implies that the number of read

events within each window will be rather low. This is a disadvantage for the feature extraction,

since the variance of the chosen features increases.

For the representation in a discrete state sequence, robustfeatures need to be extracted from

the available signals within each window. These features include information about the current

light barrier state (i.e. whether a box is present or not), but also statistics regarding the RSSI

pattern. Possible features regarding the RSSI pattern are

• Number of read events in a window

• RSSI statistics (median, mean value, variance . . . )

• RSSI signal energy in a window

s = 〈r[n], r[n]〉 =
R
∑

n=0

|r[n]|2 (4.2)

for real valued signals in a linear scale. The drawback of this measure is that the unit
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of RSSI values differs from manufacturer to manufacturer and is sometimes provided in

logarithmic scale, for which the signal energy can not be computed this way.

• Slope of the RSSI pattern or higher order derivatives

Considering the random fluctuations of RSSI patterns, mathematical functions like first or

higher order derivatives do not seem to be an appropriate measure, though the slope of the

RSSI could provide information about whether a tag is movingtowards an antenna or not.

Statistical moments like mean or variance would compensatefor the fluctuations of the RSSI

pattern, however these moments do not cope well with statistical outliers. Hence, the median

value seems to be an appropriate feature. The same argument applies to the signal energy within

a window: Due to its integrating nature, outliers do not considerably affect the signal energy

and hence could be used as a robust feature of the RSSI pattern. The number of read events

inside a window is another possibility to obtain a statisticof the reported read events, especially

in cases where no RSSI information is available. Considering that state of the art RFID readers

do provide an RSSI value, other features such the median value are expected to be more de-

scriptive. Provided these facts, the median RSSI value within each window is chosen as feature

for the RSSI pattern. The resulting feature vector is hence

f = [r̃A1
r̃A2

u]T (4.3)

where the tilde operator stands for the median andu denotes the output signal of the light

barrier in an appropriate scale. In this case, the chosen features span vector space withd = 3

dimensions which also allows for a convenient graphical interpretation. For the mapping of

feature sets to discrete observation symbols, signals from165 tags in several boxes passing

the identification point have been recorded. After extracting the features above, the K-Means

algorithm can be applied to cluster the resulting feature vectors in a set ofM groups. Figure

4.5 shows the result of applying the K-Means algorithm to thefeature sets, with a number of

clusters respectively observation symbols ofM = 4. The four symbols correspond to four

physically meaningful states of a tag within a window:

• Tag is seen on antennaA1, corresponding to the observation symbolO1

• Tag is seen on antennaA1 and on antennaA2 and the light barrier signal indicates that a

box is between the antennae, corresponding to the observation symbolO2

• Tag is seen on antennaA2, corresponding to the observation symbolO3

• Tag is not inventoried at all, corresponding to observationsymbolO4.
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Figure 4.5: Feature space with clustered data points and cluster centroids. The plot shows
feature vectors from 165 tags passing the identification point. The data points
in thed = 3 dimensional space are grouped intoM = 4 clusters, correspond-
ing to the observation symbols of a HMM.
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In figure 4.5, the median values for the RSSI pattern on antennaA1 respectivelyA2 have been

normalized to the interval[0 . . . 1], whereas the light barrier signal is weighted with a factor of

kS = 5. Since the light barrier provides a deterministic signal, this information is weighted

stronger than the fluctuating information obtained from theRSSI pattern. Figure 4.5 does not

provide information about the temporal evolution of feature sets, since it shows the whole set of

obtained feature vectors, regardless of the actual sequence. Nevertheless it provides an intuitive

interpretation of the extracted features that correspond to different states of a tag passing the

identification point. In addition to the cluster centroids,the K-Means algorithm also provides

a mapping between every feature vectorfi and the containing cluster, which can be used to

determine the discrete time observation sequenceO1, O2, . . .OK . For the first four tags from

the data set in figure 4.5, the corresponding observation sequences are

O(I1) = O4O4O2O3O4, (4.4)

O(I2) = O1O1O2O3O4, (4.5)

O(I3) = O1O1O2O3O4 (4.6)

and

O(I4) = O1O1O2O3O3. (4.7)

This shows that four tags, though located in the same box as they pass the identification point

take different trajectories through the feature space. This directly results from the random na-

ture of the feature sets, which are illustrated in figure 4.6 for the four tags mentioned above.

Whereas tagsI2 . . . I4 provide a sufficient number of read events, the tag with identifier I1 suf-

fers from a relatively low read count, resulting in the observation sequenceO(I1). This illustrates

the random fluctuations of RSSI patterns, especially when there is a large number of tags in the

field of the reader. Despite the tagsI1 . . . I4 are moving in the same box across the conveyor

belt, the feature sets and resulting observation sequencesare quite different. This is an issue for

which a HMM as a versatile stochastic model for time series can account for.

Considering that the number of observation symbols for the resulting HMM is derived from

the number of clusters in the feature space, the next step is to define the number of hidden

states. This can be derived in a straight forward manner fromthe previous discussion about the

physical states of a tag and hence the number of statesN is equal to the number of observation
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(a) TagI1
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Figure 4.6: Feature sets of four tags inside the same box passing the identification point.
Whereas the light barrier provides a deterministic signal,the RSSI patterns
show strong fluctuations in amplitude, sampling intervals and number of read
events.
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symbols:

M = N = 4 (4.8)

for the shown example. With the structure of the HMM defined, the obtained feature sets̃F,

mapped to a set of observation sequencesO can be used to train the HMM, i.e. find appropriate

values forπ,A andB according to the discussion in 3.3.

The Hidden Markov Model derived in the discussion above represents the class of tags passing

the identification point at a constant speed. Since the task of the identification point is to dis-

tinguish between moving and stationary tags (perform a classification of the considered feature

sets), the same derivations can be applied to the class of stationary tags. The idea is hence to

use a second HMM representing the class of stationary tags. It follows from theoretical consid-

erations regarding the received signal strength that tags passing an identification point show a

different behaviour than tags which are stationary in the RF-field of an antenna. The latter class

of tags will have a more or less constant feature set that is superimposed by random fluctuations.

The feature sets for two stationary tags are shown in figure 4.7, as another box was passing the

identification point. Due to the fact that the light barrier signal does not provide information

about the state of stationary tags, the feature space for stationary tags only consists of the me-

dian RSSI value on each antenna. The obtained signals can be mapped to discrete observation
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Figure 4.7: RSSI pattern and light barrier signal for two stationary tags next to the con-
veyor belt as another box is passing the identification point. In contrast to
moving tags, the RSSI patterns are relatively constant, butstill superimposed
by random fluctuations.

symbols using the procedure described above. The physical setup indicates that the structure
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4.2. Identification point modeling

of the HMM representing stationary tags is equivalent to thestructure of the HMM modeling

moving tags, regarding number of hidden statesN and number of observation symbolsM . The

behaviour of the HMM, resulting from the transition and observation probabilities however will

be different, since stationary tags are likely to stay in a certain state in the feature space, emit-

ting the same observation symbols again and again. The training process of the second HMM

is straightforward with an appropriate data set of stationary tags.

The explanations and discussions so far showed how to derivea probabilistic model of an iden-

tification point using Hidden Markov Models. The first step inprocessing the signals obtained

from sensing devices is to apply a windowing technique that splits the signal up intoK windows

of equal length. The next step is to extract robust features from the windowed signals. These

steps are necessary for abstracting a discrete time series model from the reported read events.

The extracted features span and - dimensional vector space, where every sample point origins

from the feature extraction within a single window. In orderto obtain a training set of obser-

vationsO from the RSSI patterns, the data points in the feature space need to be partitioned

into M labeled clusters, corresponding to the discrete observation symbolsO1 . . . OM of the

HMM. Using this training data set, the parameters of the HMM can be estimated by employing

an iterative algorithm.

The HMMs obtained this way describe the behaviour of moving and stationary tags at an identi-

fication point and can account for random fluctuations in RSSIpatterns. Moreover, it is possible

to use these HMMs for the classification of feature sets. The next section deals with the clas-

sification of unknown feature set and presents a framework for the evaluation of classifiers.

Using this framework, the performance of the presented model for identification points will be

evaluated.

4.2.4 Classification using HMMs

With two appropriately trained HMMs, a classifier with a structure similar to the one shown in

figure 3.3 can be used to distinguish between feature sets from moving and stationary tags. The

classifier for the particular example with two classes is shown in figure 4.8. The classification

is based on the probabilities

P (O |λi) (4.9)
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Chapter 4. Probabilistic System Model

that the an observation sequence derived from the feature set was generated by one of the two

HMMs. This is done most easily by computing the likelihood ratio (LL ratio)

ΛI(O) =
P (O |λ1)

P (O |λ2)
≶ γ (4.10)

as frequently used in statistical hypothesis testing. The subscriptI denotes that this likelihood

ratio corresponds to an identification point. In the equation above,γ denotes an appropriate

threshold value. The feature extraction also provides two scalar values,w1 andw2 which can

be interpreted as a measure of the reliability of the currentfeature set, for example the number

of obtained read events. In general, a binary classifier assigns an unknown object to one of two
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Figure 4.8: Classification of feature sets at an identification point. Based on the signals
from sensing devices and the corresponding mapping to discrete observation
symbols, two HMMs are used to evaluate the probability of theobserved se-
quence. The classification is performed by evaluation of theresulting likeli-
hood ratioΛI =

P1

P2
. The feature extraction additionally provides two scalar

factorsw1 andw2 which can be interpreted as a reliability measure of the used
features.
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assigned
actual

positive:X = 1 negative: X = 0

positive:Y = 1 true positive false positive
negative:Y = 0 false negative true negative

Table 4.1: Confusion Matrix of a binary classifier. The actual class of an object is denoted
by X whereas the classification result is denoted byY .

classes. In this case, the outputY of the classifier can take the values0 or1, thereforei ∈ {0, 1}.

An output ofY = 1 means that the considered feature set belongs to a tag which is passing the

identification point andY = 0 stands for stationary tags. Hence, there are four possibilities

for the classification result, summarized in the so called confusion matrix [11], presented in

table 4.1, whereX denotes the actual class of the unknown pattern. A true positive describes

an outcome where the classifier assigns the unknown object correctly to the specific class, i.e.

Y = X = 1 . In the case of feature sets originating from tags passing anidentification point,

this means that the classifier correctly decides that a feature set belongs to a tag which is passing

the identification point. A true negative is also straight forward: The classifier correctly decides

that the unknown object does not belong to the considered class andY = X = 0 . For a feature

set, this means that the identification point correctly assigns the corresponding tag to the class

of stationary tags. A false positive as outcome of the classification means that the classifier as-

signs the object to the considered class, despite it belongsto some other class:Y = 1, X = 0.

Mapped to an identification point, this means that the classifier erroneously assigns a feature set

to the class of tags passing the identification point. A falsenegative finally indicates that a tag

passing the identification point is considered as stationary, henceY = 0, X = 1 . Both types

of errors introduce severe problems in RFID systems, because incorrect data is reported to the

backend system.

Two common metrics, directly following from the confusion matrix are the false positive rate

(also called “false alarm rate”)PFA and the true positive rate (also called “hit rate” or “recall”)

PD. Given a set of labeled test - data, it is possible to estimatethese two metrics according to

P̂FA =
NFP

NN
(4.11)

and

P̂D =
NTP

NP
, (4.12)
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where

NFP . . .number of false positives

NN . . . total number of negatives

NTP . . .number of true positives,

NP . . . total number of positives.

These two performance metrics can be visualized in the so called ROC (Receiver Operating

Characteristic) space, which is suitable for the comparison of different classifiers regarding their

performance [11]. The general ROC space in figure 4.9 shows three interesting points. First, the

point (0, 0) represents classifiers that always reject objects from the assignment to a considered

class. On the one hand, this means that no false positives canoccur, on the other hand there

are also no true positives, since the classifier always rejects the unknown pattern. The point

(1, 1) represents the opposite strategy, where all objects are assigned to the considered class,

regardless of the observed data. In this case, all true positives are met, but the false positive rate

also equalsPFA = 1. The point(0, 1) in the ROC space represents perfect classification: There

are no false positives, sincePFA = 0, and the classifier is able to assign all true positives to the

correct class, hencePD = 1. The linePD = PFA in figure 4.9 represents the performance of

a randomly guessing classifier. If the true positives are guessed right at50% of the time, also

the false positives will be50%. The ROC space allows for an intuitive interpretation of the
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Figure 4.9: General ROC space. The ROC space can be used to assess the quality of
binary classifiers by means of the true positive ratePD and the false alarm
ratePFA. The point (0,1) in the ROC space represents a perfect classification
result.
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classifier performance. The closer the resulting point is tothe upper left corner(0, 1), the better

is the performance of the classifier. Conversely, as soon as the resulting point lies in the lower

right section of the ROC space (below the linePD = PFA), the performance of the classifier is

worse than guessing. Whereas discrete classifiers only output the class of an unknown object,

scoring classifiers also provide a probability measure thatthe object belongs to this class. In the

case of two competing HMMs, this score is provided by the likelihood ratio

ΛI(O) =
P (O |λ1)

P (O |λ2)
≶ γ. (4.13)

By sweeping the thresholdγ for the likelihood ratio in the intervalγ ∈ [−∞, +∞], a ROC

curve can be derived by evaluating the false positive and true positive rate for every value ofγ.

This way, it is also possible to derive an optimum value forγ as will be demonstrated later.

This framework for the performance analysis of classifiers is applied to the classification of

RSSI patterns using a test data set. The data set consists of 15 boxes, each containing 15 tagged

items (trousers and shirts), making up a total of 225 moving tags and 10 stationary tags in the

vicinity of the reader antennae. The stationary tags have tobe considered for every box passing

the identification point, hence the total number of stationary tags is 150. This test data set is

representative for many practical applications in the retail industry, where it is common that

boxes contain around 15-20 tags on average. The resulting ROC curve is shown in figure 4.10.

Analyzing the ROC curve now also allows for the determination of the threshold parameterγ,

by picking the point that is closest to the point of perfect classification. For this reason, the

Euclidean distance from every point along the ROC curve to the point of perfect classification

is computed, and the point with the smallest distance is chosen, yieldingγ = 1. This is quite

intuitive, since two HMMs of the same structure are used, andthe computed probabilities will

be within the same range. The likelihood ratio test hence needs to evaluate

ΛI(O) =
P (O |λ1)

P (O |λ2)
≶ 1, (4.14)

whereΛI(0) > 1 indicates the assignment to the class of moving tags, andΛI(0) < 1 stands

for the assignment to the class of stationary tags. The marginal case ofΛI(O) = 1 will per

definition also assign a feature set to the class of tags passing the identification point. This gives

the classifier a rather liberal behaviour in the case of equally strong evidence.

For the optimal value ofγ = 1, the results regarding false positive and true positive rate are
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Figure 4.10: Classification result in the ROC space:P̂FA = 0.0067 andP̂D = 1 for γ = 1.
These results imply that a single tag was erroneously assigned to the class of
tags passing the identification point, despite it is stationary in the vicinity of
the reader antenna.

NFP = 1 and NTP = 225 (4.15)

yielding

P̂FA = 0.0067 and P̂D = 1. (4.16)

This shows that the descriptive power of the trained Hidden Markov Models is suitable to per-

form a classification between stationary tags and tags that are passing the identification point.

Since the task of an identification point is not only to distinguish between moving and station-

ary tags, the approach above needs to be extended in order to allow for an assignment between

tags and packaging units. The physical setup of the considered identification point in figure 4.2

suggests that due to the small spacing between subsequent boxes, it is highly probable that the

time-frame of the current box will contain also read events from tags in the previous and subse-

quent boxes. This issue is demonstrated in figure 4.11. The plot shows RSSI patterns for three

tags located in three consecutive boxes where the time-frame is centered to the timestamps of

the box in the middle. The distance between the three boxes was chosen asdx = 0.5m to meet

the requirements in practical applications. There is a significant overlap of the consecutive fea-
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ture sets: When the second box enters the read range of antennaA1, the first box is still located

under antennaA2. To solve this issue and provide an assignment between tags and packaging
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Figure 4.11: Feature sets for tags in three consecutive boxes. The small spacing between
two subsequent boxes cause a significant overlap of the feature sets.

units, the classification approach discussed above needs tobe extended. In general, every tag

will be considered inT consecutive time frames and classification processes. Consequently,

this means that there will beT likelihood ratios

ΛI = [ΛI1 ΛI2 . . .ΛIT ] (4.17)

computed for each tag. To assign a tag to a box, simply the time-frame with the highest like-

lihood ratio needs to be found. This means that the assignment between tag and box can be

established
⌈

T
2

⌉

time-frames after the box was passing the identification point, where⌈·⌉ de-

notes the ceiling round operator. The same considerations apply to stationary tags, which will

also be considered in the time-frames of subsequent boxes. In this case, the set of likelihood

ratios will always indicate that the considered tag is stationary and hence the tag will never be

assigned to any box. Figure 4.12 shows the result of the classification process when an assign-

ment between tags and packaging units is performed. The testsetup is equal to the tests that

were performed for the classification among stationary and moving tags. The optimal point in

the ROC space provides the following results regarding false positive and true positive rate:

NFP = 0 and NTP = 224 (4.18)
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Figure 4.12: Classification result in the ROC space for the assignment between tags and
boxes: P̂FA = 0.0 and P̂D = 0.9956 for γ = 1. This result implies an
error free assignment between tags and boxes. However, one moving tag
was considered to be stationary.

yielding

P̂FA = 0.00 and P̂D = 0.9956. (4.19)

A closer look at the result shows that a single tag was considered as stationary, despite it was

located in a box passing the identification point. The assignment between tags and boxes how-

ever was error free, which points out that the suggested approach is suitable for the localization

of RFID tags in practical applications.

4.2.5 Summary

The previous discussion presents a probabilistic model foridentification points in RFID sys-

tems. Using this model it is possible to perform a classification of feature sets obtained from

RFID read events and sensor signals. Moreover, this approach can be extended to perform an

assignment between tags and packaging units, which is a common requirement to RFID sys-

tems.

Since the read events reported by RFID readers suffer from a non uniform sampling, a window-

ing technique is used to obtain a discrete time series of feature vectors. Every feature vector
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represents a robust statistic of the RSSI pattern in each window combined with deterministic

information from other sensing devices. The set of feature vectors is mapped to a discrete time

observation sequence which can be modeled and evaluated using HMMs.

The presented experimental results proof that the suggested concept is suitable for the local-

ization of RFID tags in practical applications. Since it suffices to know the location of tags with

respect to packaging units, the localization can be performed by means of a classification of

feature sets. Whereas demonstrated on a specific application, this concept is extendable to other

applications, such as RFID portals or dockdoors. Provided the fact that the physical setup of

the identification point is optimized to report a sufficient number of RFID read events, HMMs

can be used to build a classifier that performs a classification between moving and stationary

tags. In addition to that, it is possible to establish an assignment between tags and packaging

units as the pass an identification point. Since the problem of false positive reads is encountered

quite frequently in UHF RFID systems, this methods is promising to enhance the performance

of identification points.

4.3 Business process modeling

The previous section was dealing with a probabilistic modelfor identification points that can be

used in order to perform localization by means of a classification. This section describes how

business process information can be used in order to supportlocalization and tracking tasks. For

this purpose, every stage of the process is considered as onestate of a Hidden Markov Model.

The representation of a business process as HMM makes a mathematical treatment possible and

allows for the evaluation of the flow of goods in the process.

4.3.1 Basic approach

In general, the task of an RFID system in business processes is to report the identification of

items at certain identification points to the backend system. Similar to many other information

processing systems, the layer model of an RFID system as shown in figure 1.1 suggests that

there are in general three types of packets that can be exchanged between the layers of a system:

• Control packets: These include certain commands, for example between the middleware

and RFID readers, such as power settings, poll interval, protocol settings etc. This type

of information is used to define the behaviour of an identification point or RFID reader.
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• Status packets: Especially large RFID systems need to be monitored regarding the status

of devices, connections etc. This is usually done by sendingstatus packets in predefined

intervals. For an RFID reader, such a packet can include information about its tempera-

ture, antenna connection status, current output power etc.This information is collected

by the middleware and also reported to the backend system formanagement purposes.

• Data packets: Contain the actual information acquired by the RFID systems, such as read

events and sensor data. On the higher layers, this information consists of abstract process

data, e.g. that an item has changed its location fromA to B.

The information flow in a RFID system is shown in figure 4.13. Usually, the middleware col-

lects information about read events and reports directly tothe backend system. Consequently,

there is usually no data information flow concerning processdata from the backend system to

the middleware. The basic idea of this section is to establish an information flow between the

backend system and the middleware as illustrated by the red arrow in figure 4.13 in order to

support localization tasks. This data flow provides the business process informationH as de-

picted in the system architecture in figure 4.1. As briefly outlined in chapter 1, the underlying

business process is able to provide descriptive information about the tracked items subject to

the process. Provided that process information is available to the middleware, certain issues

regarding the localization of items can be investigated from the business process viewpoint.

Since business processes also suffer from uncertainties resulting from hardware defects or hu-

man error, also a probabilistic model for business processes appears suitable as discussed in

chapter 2. To account for information on the business level,an attempt to model processes

using Hidden Markov Models is presented. This approach provides a framework that can be

used to investigate on the following three questions in an RFID system. First, it is possible to

obtain information about the history of every tagged item ina process. This means that the

localization system has the possibility to “ask” where an item came from and how likely it is

according to the business process that this particular itemis inventoried at the current location.

In a mathematical formulation, this can be described as

P (ID(k) | H). (4.20)

In the equation above, the term ID(k) stands for the identification event of a tagged item at an

identification pointk. This probability measure can be used in order to support theclassification

regarding false positive and false negative reads. Consider again the conveyor belt application

presented in the previous section. If an item was already identified at this stage earlier, the

likelihood according to the process that it will again be passing this identification point is rather
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Figure 4.13: Information flow in an RFID system. Similar to many other information
processing systems, there are control, status and data packets exchanged be-
tween the different layer of the system. According to the suggested system
architecture in figure 4.1, establishing a data flow between the backend sys-
tem and the middleware allows to support localization and tracking in RFID
systems.
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low. Second, the use of business information enables partlyto compensate for weak RFID read

events, which were also discussed already in the previous section. The approach of modeling

and classifying feature sets with HMMs relies on the information that is contained in the pro-

vided RSSI pattern. Data from the business level can partly compensate for a potential lack of

information in case of weak read events. If an item provides alow number of read events as

it passes an identification point, the classification process might decide that this item was not

passing the identification point due to the lack of evidence.If, however the item is following

its ideal trajectory through the states of the business process, the likelihood according to the

business process that this item is inventoried at the particular identification point will be rather

high. Third, the use of business layer information can also be helpful for problems beyond

localization. For example, it possible to derive certain measures and statements about hardware

components in an RFID system, like RFID tags and readers. Consider for example a simple

business process as shown in figure 4.14 where goods are inventoried by identification points

at four stages. Imagine that one box leaving the factory provided a sufficient amount of read

Manufacturing
Outgoing 

Goods

Incoming 

Goods
Sales area

Factory Shop

Figure 4.14: Example of a simple, linear business process with four stages.

events at the first two identification points, but was hardly read by the third RFID reader for

incoming goods. Then again, the tagged items were identifiedon the sales floor with a high

number of read events. This indicates that the RFID tags in the considered box perform well,

but there is a certain probability for hardware problems at the identification point for incoming

goods. Conversely, tags that continuously provide weak read events might suffer from degraded

performance. This is in particular interesting for tagged items that are subject to periodic pro-

cesses, in which the RFID tags can be replaced at a certain stage.

These are issues that can not be considered by identificationpoints that operate in an isolated

manner. Since the backend system has the possibility to store information about tagged items

across the different stages of a process, it becomes apparent that providing this information to

the middleware and offers considerable advantages.

The remainder of this section provides a formal set of rules that specify how to model busi-
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ness processes using HMMs and shows how the information provided by the business process

can be used in order to support the localization of items. At the end of this section, simulation

results from an illustrative business process example willbe presented.

4.3.2 Mapping business processes to HMMs

In order to be able to consider the information provided by the business process, it is necessary

to find a mathematical representation by means of a model. Themapping of common process

models such as Petri Nets to Hidden Markov Models which offermore mathematical flexibility

has been covered in recent publications [1, 24]. These publications present a general frame-

work for creating HMMs from Petri Nets and use them for data mining and the evaluation of

the quality of derived process models. This work focuses on the application of HMMs to model

business processes for RFID systems. As discussed earlier in this chapter, an RFID business

process consists of a set of distinct identification points,corresponding to the stages of the pro-

cess. These stages can be interpreted as the states of a Hidden Markov Model. The transition

probabilities between the different states are defined by the rules governing the process. The

possible structures of HMMs offer a great flexibility for modeling processes: Whereas most

processes are strictly linear, HMMs are also able to accountfor loops and periodic processes,

simply by choosing appropriate transition probabilities between the corresponding states. The

choice of transition probabilities also makes it possible to model uncertainties. Considering

the example process in figure 4.14, it is possible that items skip certain stages in linear process

models, either due to hardware defects or the lack of RFID read events. This behaviour can also

be modeled by HMMs, by allowing transitions not only to the direct successor state, but also to

the next state after that.

To map a given process to a Hidden Markov Model denoted byλB, the following consider-

ations need to be applied:

• Every identification point that acquires information aboutthe items subject to the process

corresponds to one state in the HMM. Since there are also other types of readers (bar code

readers, scales etc), the term identification point needs tobe considered in an extended

way. In addition to that, one state of the HMM is required to model defect tags, i.e. tags

that can not be identified by means of an RFID reader.

• The prior state distribution probabilitiesπ are derived in a straight forward manner from

the rules describing the business process. For example, some processes employing RFID
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have one or more “tagging stations” which are used to attach RFID tags to the considered

items. These tagging stations can be considered as the startstate in most cases.

• The transition probabilitiesaij follow directly from the ideal trajectory of an object

through the different stages of the process. Whereas this isquite simple and intuitive

for linear process chains, more complex structures such as loops additionally require

considerations about possible successors to each state andthe corresponding transition

frequencies.

• The observation probabilitiesbij will equal unity for most cases, but can also be adjusted

to consider crosstalk between closely spaced RFID identification points.

• To allow for arbitrary state transitions, the transition probability matrixA needs to be

modified such that there are no impossible state transitions. This is done by setting all

zero probabilities to an arbitrary small valueǫ. This can be thought of adding some noise

to the state transitions, which in turn provides the considered HMM with more flexibility.

To ensure thatA is a row stochastic matrix (i.e. the rows sum up to 1), the following

modifications need to be made:

A(m,n) =







ǫ · |{(m,n′) |A(m,n′)>0}|
|{(m,n′) |A(m,n′)=0}|

A(m,n) = 0

A(m,n)− ǫ A(m,n) > 0
(4.21)

where|{(m,n′) |A(m,n′) = 0}| denotes the number of elements in rowm that are equal

to zero and|{(m,n′) |A(m,n′) > 0}| denotes the number of elements in rowm which

are greater than zero. Depending on whether the process is a strictly linear left to right

process, backward transitions may or may not be allowed. Thesame modifications need

to be done for the prior state probabilities vectorπ in order to allow for arbitrary start

states.

The rules above indicate that some expert knowledge is necessary in order to find good param-

eters that define the behaviour of the Hidden Markov Model. Since this is an issue that may

not be fulfilled, especially when considering large and complex processes, the parameters of the

business process HMMλB = (π,A,B) can also be learned by means of logged observation

sequences. This training procedure can be performed in the same iterative way as described in

section 3.3.

To demonstrate the application of these rules to a given business process, a slightly more com-
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plex example compared to the process in figure 4.14 is investigated. Consider a process in the

retail sector, consisting of the following five identification points:

• 1 - Packing table: After the manufacturing of clothes, they are put in packaging units

for transportation. Packing tables are used quite frequently as tagging stations (in order

to provide the items with RFID tags) and for quality assurance. This identification point

consists of a single RFID reader per table that reports the identifier of each item to the

backend system.

• 2 - Outgoing goods: As soon as the assembled packaging units are meant to leave the

factory, their content is checked by means of an RFID portal,which allows for the iden-

tification of a large number of items, e.g. on pallets. At thisstage, it is only possible to

check if the current delivery is complete, since no assignment between items and packag-

ing units can be established.

• 3 - Incoming goods I: The ordered items are shipped from the factory to the storage hall

of a shop, where the completeness of the order is again checked by means of an RFID

portal.

• 4 - Incoming goods II: Assuming a complete order, every packaging unit is checked

a second time while it is moved on a conveyor belt to its desired storage space. This

identification is used in order to guarantee that every packaging unit contains the desired

items.

• 5 - Unpacking table: As soon as the items are meant to be placedon a sales floor in the

shop, they need to be unpacked from the boxes in the storage hall. During this process,

another identification is performed, similar to the packingtable at the beginning of the

process.

Applying the mapping rules to the process above yields the HMM shown in figure 4.15, where

the transition probabilities have not yet been provided with additional noise. Since there are

five identification points in this process, the total number of states in the HMM is six, because

the defect state needs to be added. The transition probabilities across the different states follow

straight forward from the process description above. In order to account for the possibility that

items are not inventoried at the identification points 3, 4 and 5, also transitions to the states

after the direct successors are allowed. Identification points 2 and 6 are however expected to

provide reliable information, since human interaction is involved during packing and unpack-

ing. The transition probability for every state to enter thedefect state is according to the defect
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Figure 4.15: HMM structure for the exemplary business process with five stages. In addi-
tion to the stages of the process, a defect state needs to be modeled in order
to account for the possibility that a tag can not be identifiedby an RFID
reader. The transition probabilities between the states follow from the rules
governing the process. For the sake of simplicity, the observation symbols
are not shown. The numerical values of the HMM are provided inappendix
A.1.

probabilityPD of the used RFID tags, which is specified by the manufacturer.For the sake

of simplicity, the observation symbols with the according probabilities are not shown in figure

4.15, sincebij = 1 ∀ i = j.

Using this HMM, it is possible to compute the probabilityP (O | λB) of trajectories (i.e. ob-

servation sequencesO = O1O2 . . .ON ) for any given item in the process. The calligraphic

notation is used here in order to distinguish the quantitiescorresponding to the business process

from the quantities used in the previous section to model signals at an identification point. The

likelihood of an observed sequence can be compared to an ideal observation sequenceOi, by

means of the likelihood ratio

ΛB(O) =
PB(O)

PB(Oi)
=

P (O | λB)

P (Oi | λB)
. (4.22)

The ideal observation sequence is the sequence that maximizes the likelihood at the current

identification point and can be determined in a straight forward manner from the transition

probability matrixA. The likelihood ratio computed this way indicates to which extend an

observation sequence of states represents a valid sequencein the business process. The resulting

structure is depicted in figure 4.16. The derived process model can now be used in addition to

the RFID read events and sensor signals to perform a classification at an identification point.

For this reason, the classification system is extended by thebusiness process classifier. There

exist different methods of combining the result of several classifiers, especially for classifiers

offering a “soft output” by means of a probability measure rather than a class label only [25].
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O

Oi

HMM
λB

ΛB

Figure 4.16: Classification according to the business layer information. The observation
sequenceO is compared to the ideal sequenceOi of an item at the current
stage of the process. This provides the likelihoodΛB of the item’s trajectory
through the process.

One approach, calledBayes Averageis to compute the average posterior probability from all

classifiers. Since the classifiers in this work provide likelihood measures rather than posterior

probabilities, this idea needs to be adapted accordingly. To assign a tag in one of two classes,

a weighted sum of the classification result based on the obtained feature sets and the business

layer classification is computed:

Λ = w1ΛI + w2ΛB ≶ γ̃ (4.23)

whereγ̃ denotes an appropriate threshold value in the domain of the likelihoodΛ. The scalar

factorsw1 andw2 can be used to adjust the weights of either classification result. The two

weights are chosen such that

w1 + w2 = 1. (4.24)

The structure of the suggested classifier, based on the fusion of the identification point classifier

and the business layer information is shown in figure 4.17. Ingeneral, the feature extraction

is able to provide reliability measures of the extracted feature sets. The idea for the fusion

of the two classifiers is to use these reliability measures asweights for the individual classifi-

cation results. Since the number of read events is a measure for how well a tag was seen at

an identification point, this is one possibility to derive a reliability measure. In order to ful-

fil the requirement of equation 4.24, the total number of readcounts needs to be normalized.

Furthermore, it is suitable to apply a deterministic function to the number of read events that

adjusts the weights accordingly. The final decision about the particular sequence of read events

is performed by evaluating the weighted sum of the individual likelihood ratios.
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Figure 4.17: Classifier fusion: The classification resultΛI based on the information ob-
tained from the feature setF and the classification resultΛB according to
the business process information are used together for a decision whether an
item was identified at the particular identification point.

4.3.3 Model Evaluation

The performance of the system depicted in figure 4.17 is analyzed by means of a simulation. To

demonstrate the effects when business layer information isconsidered, the identification point

“incoming goods I” from the exemplary business processed issimulated. For this purpose, an

arbitrary identification point classifier, characterized by its false positive and true positive rate is

combined with the business process classifier as described in the previous paragraph. To show

the descriptive power of the business layer information, a deliberately weak classifier is chosen

for the evaluation of feature sets. The chosen classifier is based on two overlapping Gaussian

distributions for tags passing the identification point andstationary tags. The corresponding

ROC curve is shown in figure 4.18. The chosen classifier has a considerable false positive rate

and a moderate true positive rate which would not be acceptable in practice.

In general, a process as shown in figure 4.15 is subject to two kinds of errors. First, there

is the possibility that an item is not identified by an RFID reader at a particular stage of the

process. This is an issue for which the process model can account for by choosing appropriate

transition probabilities. Second, there is the possibility that items are not moving along the ideal

trajectory through the process. Applied to the example in figure 4.15, this could mean that an

item that has already been shipped through the RFID portal for incoming goods is by accident

passing the same identification point again. Or even worse, an item from a later stage of the
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Figure 4.18: ROC curve of the simulated identification point classifier:̂PFA =

0.085, P̂D = 0.917.

process is again shipped through the RFID portal for incoming goods. From a process point of

view, there are hence two possibilities:

• Items following a valid trajectory through the business process are passing an identifi-

cation point. These items have a high probability of being identified according to the

process model.

• Items following an invalid trajectory through the process.Consequently, these items

should not be identified at the considered identification point since the probability ac-

cording to the business process model is low.

Considering the possibility that items can also be placed inthe vicinity of an identification point

without shipping them through deliberately, this gives four possible combinations:

• Items following the ideal trajectory through the business process are passing an identifi-

cation point.

• Items following an invalid trajectory through the businessprocess are located in the vicin-

ity of an identification point.

• Items following an invalid trajectory through the businessprocess are passing an identifi-

cation point.
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• Items following the ideal trajectory through the business process are located in the vicinity

of an identification point.

To account for these possibilities resulting from process imperfections, a noise level is intro-

duced in the simulation which specifies the percentage of items following an invalid trajectory

through the business process:

n =
# of erroneous identification events

# of total identification events
. (4.25)

For example,n = 0.1 means that 5% of all identification events result from tags that are passing

a particular identification point though they should be in another stage of the process and 5%

result from stationary tags that should actually be identified, yielding a total percentage of 10%.

As described in section 4.2, the feature extraction provides a reliability measurew1, w2 of the

considered features. As an exemplary reliability measure for feature sets obtained from RFID

read events and sensor signals, the simulation also includes values for the number of inventories

for each tag. Based on empirical data, the read count is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution

M ∼ N (µM , σ2
M) (4.26)

whereµM = 20 andσ2
M = 100 represent the mean value and variance of the Gaussian distri-

bution. Using this measure, the weighting factorw1 is computed by means of an empirically

found function

w1 = f(m) =
1

kr

4
√
m (4.27)

wherekr is a normalizing factor that can be interpreted as the maximally expected number of

read events,kr = 1
mmax

. The function applied to the number of read events ensures that the clas-

sification result obtained by unreliable read events get a low weight, as shown in figure 4.19.

For the extreme case of a single read eventr = 1, the classification result of this read events

is almost neglected in favour of the business process information, sincew1 ≪. Conversely, if

the number of read events is high, the classification result from the identification point classifier

is considered as more reliable and the business informationgets a lower weight. Whereas the

general relationship between the weighting factorw1 and the number of read events as relia-

bility measure is based on the considerations above, the function in equation 4.27 was found

empirically.

Using the described setup, several simulations are performed. The first simulation considers
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Figure 4.19: Empirically found relationship between weighting factor and relative read
count. The weighting factorw1 is computed according to the relative number
of read events. The lower the number of read events, the loweris also the
weight on the classification result of the identification point.

a reliable business process withn = 0. The ROC curve forK = 10000 identification events is

shown in figure 4.20. In comparison to the identification point classifier, the result is improved

considerably. The false alarm rate decreased by simultaneously increasing the true positive rate.

Mapping this result to the RSSI pattern classifier presentedin the last section suggests that a

perfect classification is possible if the identification point model is used in combination with

reliable business layer information. Moreover, the results show that this approach is suitable to

compensate for weak RFID read events and weak classifier performance.

To show the impact of imperfect business processes, the nextsimulation shows the classifi-

cation results when the noise level is varied in the interval[0, 0.5]. A noise level ofn = 0.5

means that half of all read events result from tags that are not in the appropriate stage of the

process. This is a value that exceeds the amount of every practical process by far, nevertheless

it demonstrates the system behaviour if no reliable business process information is available.

For every noise leveln, the performance characteristics of the system are evaluated. Figure

4.21(a) shows the resulting true positive rate as a functionof the process noise level, whereas

the corresponding false positive rate is visualized in figure 4.21(b). An increasing amount of

process noise leads to a degradation of the classifier performance: The true positive rate de-

creases whereas the false positive rate constantly increases. The effects of unreliable business

processes can be compensated to a certain extend by the probabilistic nature of the HMM. If,
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Figure 4.20: ROC curve for the classification in an error free business process withn = 0:
P̂FA = 0.058, P̂D = 0.944. Compared to the isolated identification point,
the performance is improved significantly by considering information from
the business process layer.

however the process noise dominates, the performance of theoverall system might decrease to

a level that is even below an isolated identification point. For realistic process noise levels, the

business layer information provides a valuable support in terms of localization.

This evaluation proofs that considering business layer information in an appropriate model is

suitable for improving the localization of RFID tags in practical applications. Since HMMs

can account for errors in the process, the localization reliability on a particular identification

point can be significantly increased. Combined with the approach of modeling RSSI patterns

and sensor signals with HMMs, the results are promising to enhance the performance of RFID

systems in practical applications.
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Figure 4.21: Performance characteristics for varying process noise levels. An increase of
the process noisen yields to a degradation of the classifier performance. The
detection rate constantly decreases, whereas the false alarm rate is increasing
with n.
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5
Use Cases

Due to the fact that the RFID market is constantly growing, more and more business processes

in the industry use RFID systems for localization and tracking of goods. The developed models

have been implemented in a middleware and are used in severalprojects in the industry. In this

chapter, section 5.1 gives a general overview over the basics of an RFID middleware and de-

scribes how the mechanisms for localization can be integrated in existing software frameworks.

The remainder of this chapter then describes two use cases and how the derived models have

been adapted in order to fulfill the particular requirements. Due to the fact that the projects

implementing the developed models are still ongoing, only preliminary results from integration

tests are available.

5.1 RFID middleware

As briefly discussed in chapter 1, the middleware is the central layer of an RFID system. The

core functionality is hence the integration of various hardware components, such as RFID read-

ers and bar code scanners on the one, and interfaces to backend business applications on the

other hand. To the developer of an application, hardware components need to be abstracted in

a standardized way, such that differences in the various types of RFID readers are covered by a
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dedicated software layer. Depending on the particular application, the middleware also needs to

provide management tools and interfaces to other applications as well as mechanisms for user

interaction.

Considering an object-oriented approach in software development, the developed models can

be implemented in encapsulated classes which can easily be integrated into an existing software

framework. Since tag read events are reported in a standardized way, appropriate data structures

can be used to store these events for processing. The used middleware is based on the Microsoft

.NET framework and the programing language C#. Besides the object oriented approach, this

language offers various comfortable features, such as multicast-delegates (also called events).

The algorithms for classification using HMMs are based on a HMM implementation under the

Code Project Open License (CPOL) [9].

After this brief introduction, the next two sections cover two use cases from ongoing projects

in the industry.

5.2 Use Case 1: Application in fashion logistics

The first use case where the developed models have been applied deals with tracking of clothes

in a logistic warehouse, where goods are transported in boxes on motorized conveyor belts. The

speed of the conveyor belt isv = 0.6 m
s

and packaging units contain 20 tags on average, with

a maximum of up to 80 tags. The requirements to the RFID systemare similar to the ones

described in chapter 1:

• The RFID system needs to establish an assignment between goods and packaging units,

i.e. tags and boxes. In order to check the content of packed boxes for correctness and

• perform a classification of read events in order to filter out false positive reads.

Due to the given geometry in the storage hall, the possible locations for installing an identifica-

tion point are limited to a region where several conveyor belt lines are closely spaced to each

other. The physical setup of the identification point consisting of the antennaeA1 andA2 is

depicted in figure 5.1. Boxes on lineL2 pass the identification point where the content is in-

ventoried. The RFID system is ought to report the content of every box to the backend system,

which compares the identified tags to a given target list. In case of a mismatch, the considered

box is directed to an alternative destination, where its content is checked manually. For this
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L1 L2 L3 L4

L5

A1 A2

D

Figure 5.1: Use Case 1: Physical setup. The identification point operates in a storage hall
with a total of five conveyor belt linesL1 . . . L5. The task of the RFID system
is to perform a classification regarding false positive reads and to establish an
assignment between tags and moving boxes.
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reason, the processing time available to the RFID system is limited: The content of a box must

be reported to the backend system before the considered box is passing the so called “pusher”

(denoted asD in figure 5.1), an actuating device that changes the direction of the box by push-

ing it on another conveyor belt. LineL4 is meant for boxes with correct content, whereasL3

transports boxes to another destination where the content is checked manually. The approach

discussed in chapter 4 for establishing an assignment between tags and packaging units can not

be followed in this case, because the classification result is needed immediately after the box

left the read range of the second antenna. One idea to cope with this fact is to consider tags

from preceding or succeeding boxes in the background HMM that models stationary tags. As it

turned out during a simulation, this does not provide satisfactory results, because the different

feature sets can not be sufficiently modeled by a single HMM. For this reason, there are two

more HMMs used, which represent tags from preceding and succeeding boxes. The training

of these HMMs is straight forward: Consider feature sets of preceding or succeeding tags and

assign the features to observation sequences which can thenbe used as a training data set. An

unknown feature can then be classified as demonstrated in chapter 4.

An additional challenge in this setup is that the conveyor belt may stop at any time due to a

congestion of boxes. On the one hand, this issue has a big disadvantage, because the Hidden

Markov Model for the classification of feature sets are basedon the assumption of a continuous

movement of the tagged items. If this is not the case, the classification of the extracted time

series will provide false results since it is based on a wrongassumption. On the other hand,

this also provides the advantage that boxes which are located right underneath an antenna will

provide a sufficient amount of read events for classificationif the conveyor belt is stopped. Nev-

ertheless, some modifications need to be made to the approachsuggested in chapter 4 in order

to ensure that the extracted feature set is according to the normalization of the time-axis when

the conveyor belt is stopped.

To consider the issue of a stopping conveyor, an additional digital signal is used that indicates

the current state of the conveyor belt – either running or notrunning. Under normal conditions,

the window borders for the extraction of features are computed according to the chosen window

size and the time instant when the box is passing the identification point. Given that the con-

veyor is stopped, the tags inside a box do not physically change their state. For this reason, the

window border computation is based on a timer that starts as soon as a box enters the read range

of the first antenna. This time instant is indicated by means of a light barrier signal. The timer is

initialized with the window size and is constantly decreasing its value, as long as the conveyor
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belt is moving. The moment when the timer value attains zero indicates the timestamp of the

next window border. The timer is then reinitialized and starts decrementing its value again. In

case that the conveyor stops while the box is in the read rangeof the identification point, the

timer is paused and the window border is delayed appropriately. This mechanism for adaptive

window borders is shown in figure 5.2.

...

t

T

T0

t1 t2

t3 t4

t5

t1 . . . box enters read range, timer starts,t1 is first window border
t2 . . . timer elapses,t2 is second window border
t3 . . . conveyor stops, pause timer
t4 . . . conveyor starts, resume timer
t5 . . . timer elapses,t5 is third window border

Figure 5.2: Adaptive window border computation

Using this mechanism allows us to consider the fact that the conveyor belt might stop during

operation, without the need of modifying the Hidden Markov Model for classification. The

RSSI pattern of a tag that stopped twice while passing the identification point is shown in figure

5.3. The window borders in figure 5.3 were computed accordingto the considerations above

and are adapted properly to the periods where the conveyor belt is stopped.
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Figure 5.3: RSSI pattern in case of a stopping conveyor

Filtering out false positive reads from tags in the oppositedirection on adjacent conveyor

belts requires another modification. Since tags that are passing the identification point in the

opposite direction will also move through the feature spacein the opposite direction, it be-

comes apparent that the HMM for tags moving in the correct direction will output a very low

likelihood. To detect tags moving in the opposite direction, a dedicated HMM can be used that

represents tags moving in the backward direction. The implemented system hence uses a total

of five HMMs (forward, backward, stationary, preceding and succeeding tags). The HMM that

outputs the highest likelihood for a given observation sequence represents the estimated class.

This use case demonstrates the flexibility of the suggested approach. The basic idea of model-

ing RSSI patterns and sensor signals as discrete time seriesoffers the possibility to account for

various kinds of behavioural patterns. The classification of feature sets using HMMs allows to

report reliable information to the backend system.

The results that were achieved using this approach during anon site integration test proof the

concept with performance metrics equal to the results in theprevious chapter. Due to the fact

that the discussed use case represents a pilot project with the particular customer, the shown

identification point operates in an isolated manner. For this reason, it is not possible to include

business layer information to support the classification ofread events. A project that deals with

a whole process using RFID is described in the next section.
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5.3 Use Case 2: Tracking of fruit trays

The second use case to be described covers the tracking of fruit trays during the harvesting

season of the year. The considered fruit trays (containing up to 300 kg of fruit, mostly apples

and pears) are used for transportation and storage. The taskof the RFID system is to keep track

of every single tray throughout the periodic process. For this reason, every tray is equipped

with two RFID tags that have a unique identifier. On the one hand, the use of two tags is for

redundancy purposes, on the other hand it also offers increased RFID readability. In addition to

that, bar code labels are attached to the trays, containing the same unique identifiers.

Since the trays carry a considerable amount of fruit with high water content, the setup of identi-

fication points is quite challenging. Water in general is absorbing radio waves in the considered

frequency range. This means that RFID tags can be shielded oroccluded in case they are sur-

rounded by water. For this reason, a sophisticated optimization of the geometry of identification

points regarding placement and direction of antennae. is necessary in order to provide reliable

RFID read events.

From the process perspective, there are several stages for every fruit tray throughout a life

cycle:

Step 1: The first stage for every tagged tray is the issuing to a specific farmer. This delivery is

monitored by handheld devices. The person delivering the trays has to identify all trays

by means of their RFID tags and / or bar code labels. The information about which trays

were shipped to a specific farmer is stored in a central database.

Step 2: After the fruit harvest, trays issued to one specific farmer are returned by a lorry to the

central storage hall. The lorries are unloaded using pallettrucks that ship the fruit trays

through one of four RFID portals. Every pallet truck used forunloading the lorry can

carry up to six trays. The RFID portals are set out adjacentlyto each other in a so called

dockdoor configuration, where it is necessary to determine through which portal a tray

was shipped. After the identification by means of the RFID portals, the trays are weighed

to determine the amount of harvested fruit.

Step 3: After the inbound of trays, they are moved to a storage hall bya forklift which is

equipped with RFID hardware. Instead of using an RFID portalat each storage hall entry,

RFID tags assembled in the ground floor are used to associate the current fruit tray with

the specific storage hall number. When the forklift passes through the hall entry, it will
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read the floor tags and hence know that it shipped the currently carried fruit trays to the

particular storage hall.

Step 4: After the so called interim storage, fruit trays are removedfrom the storage hall by

RFID equipped forklifts and carried to a sorting plant wherethe trays are emptied and the

different cultivars of fruits are stored in new trays. The old trays are cleaned and can again

be shipped to a farmer, be used as storage for sorted fruits orcan even be destroyed in

case they are in bad physical condition. In any case, the considered trays get the specific

status “unassigned”, which means that they can be reused in any part of the process where

necessary.

Step 5: Sorted fruits are stored in trays which are then again moved to a certain long term

storage hall by an RFID equipped forklift. After sorting, a tray contains a single cultivar

of fruit.

Step 6: At the end of the storage period which is up to one year, trays are removed from the

storage hall by RFID equipped forklifts and carried to packing lines. There, each tray is

identified by an RFID reader, and the content of the tray is packed into smaller packaging

units for reselling in supermarkets. After this step, the tray is again cleaned and will be

reused in the process or destroyed.

The description above indicates that this process is rathercomplex in contrast to the simpler ex-

amples covered in chapter 4. Whereas most processes in the industry are linear, this process is

periodic and trays can take various trajectories through the different stages. Applying the formal

set of rules derived in the last chapter, this process can be mapped to a Hidden Markov Model

with nine distinct states. The transition probabilities between these states have been derived

in discussions with the particular customer and are based oncounting absolute frequencies of

the occurrence of events. The resulting HMM is depicted in figure 5.4, where the observation

symbols are not shown for the sake of simplicity.

The first issue in this process is to resolve the crosstalk between the adjacently placed RFID

portals at the inbound of fruit trays. These four portals have been summarized in a “Macro

state” in the process HMM in figure 5.4, despite they are considered as four distinct identifica-

tion points with appropriate observation symbol probabilities. Regarding the transition proba-

bilities, the four portals are considered to be equally likely. In order to account for the crosstalk

problem between adjacent portals, the RSSI signal energy ofevery tag moving through the por-

tal is compared to all other portals. Based on this information and the prior knowledge that
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5.3. Use Case 2: Tracking of fruit trays

1 -  defect 1 . 0 0 0

2 -  del ivered

0 . 0 0 0

3 -  inbound

0 . 9 9 0

0 . 0 0 0

4 -  s torage A

0 . 8 9 5

5 -  sort ing

0 . 0 9 5

0 . 0 0 0

0 . 9 9 0

0 . 0 0 0

6 -  unass igned

0 .795

7 -  sor ted

0 .195

0 . 0 0 0

0 . 4 9 7

0 . 0 9 7

0 . 3 9 7

0 . 0 0 0

8 -  s torage B

0 . 6 9 5

9 -  packing

0 .295

0 . 0 0 0

0 . 9 9 0

0 . 0 0 0

0 .795

0 .195

Figure 5.4: HMM representing the business process for the tracking of fruit trays. The
transition probabilities have been rounded to three decimals and transitions
with a probability below the noise thresholdǫ are not shown, except for the
defect state. 79



Chapter 5. Use Cases

every tray is equipped with two RFID tags, an assignment between RFID portal and fruit tray

can be established. In addition to this mechanism, the identification point for incoming trays

considers information provided by the business layer in order to account for stationary tags and

weak RFID read events.

The next stage where a localization is performed is the inbound to a specific storage hall. This

issue is solved by providing each storage hall entry with floor tags that will be read by the RFID

equipped forklift. This idea was realized mainly for economic reasons: Due to the large num-

ber of storage halls, this solution is cheaper than providing every storage hall entry with RFID

readers and antennae. Since it suffices to know in which storage hall a fruit tray is located, the

localization in this case can be achieved by the assignment between fruit trays and the storage

hall identifier represented by the floor tags. Later stages ofthe process perform simpler local-

ization tasks, because trays are singulated for the processsteps of sorting and packing.

This use case demonstrates that also the mapping of rather complex business processes onto

Hidden Markov Models is possible, since loops and alternating paths can be considered by

means of appropriate transition probabilities. The HMM is aflexible framework to consider ar-

bitrary process chains and provides the mathematical toolsto efficiently evaluate the likelihood

of certain events. The results from recent integration tests of the four portal identification points

for incoming trays provided satisfactory results. With theroll-out of the system in autumn 2010,

long term test results will become available.
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6
Concluding remarks

According to economic studies, the worldwide RFID market issteadily growing. Due to the

advances in reader and tag technology combined with sophisticated standardization, tagging of

objects on item level has become reality in various applications. With the increasing possibili-

ties, also the requirements to RFID systems have become versatile. Whereas first systems where

used to inventory pallets of goods in simple business processes, today’s systems keep track of

the location of every single item in complex and multi-layered supply chains. RFID systems

operating under the EPCGlobal standard in the UHF band allowfor a simultaneous identifica-

tion of hundreds of items up to a distance of several meters. Besides the obvious advantages,

there are also challenges and drawbacks. The large read range introduces unwanted behaviour

whenever information about the exact location of goods is required. Since RFID readers in

general report all tags that are currently present in the RF-field, sophisticated mechanisms for

localization and tracking goods are necessary.

For this reason, the topic on localization in RFID has been extensively investigated in the last

few years. Systems for localization have to cope with different challenges that result from

physical phenomena on the channel, but also from the used hardware and software. As pointed

out during the discussion in this work, RFID read events are subject to random fluctuations
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Chapter 6. Concluding remarks

in several ways. In order to derive information about the location of RFID tags in practical

applications, a model is required which takes into account this random behaviour. In contrast

to previous approaches, this work combines a flexible model for RFID read events and sensor

signals with information from the underlying business process. This combination results in a

probabilistic framework that can be used to perform reliable localization and tracking of goods

in a business process. Considering the requirements of practical systems, the localization of

goods can most often be reduced to the simpler task of classification. Hence, Hidden Markov

Models are used which allows for a classification of observation sequences in a flexible way.

The goal is not to compute the position or trajectory of tags with respect to a coordinate sys-

tem, but rather to provide information required by the business process, such as an assignment

between goods and packaging units. In order to allow for a reliable localization, the presented

work also includes a probabilistic process model that is able to provide quantitative information

about every item in the process. Moreover, this kind of modelcan also deal with uncertain-

ties and imperfections of business processes due to its flexible nature. The results presented

throughout the evalution of the approach indicate that thisidea is capable of fulfilling practical

requirements. The developed models have been implemented in currently ongoing projects in

the industry and provided satisfactory results during the preliminary integration tests.

6.1 Future work

A potential drawback of the presented model for read events and sensor signals is the require-

ment for a sufficiently high number of read events to perform asophisticated and reliable clas-

sification. Especially when the number of tags in the RF-fieldis high, the anti-collission mech-

anism specified in the EPCGlobal standard introduces randombehaviour and the number of

read events for each tag decreases significantly. For this reason, future research could include

a distinct modeling of the anti-collision mechanism. This model could be used together with

a stochastic pathloss model in order to interpolate the obtained RSSI patterns. Alternatively,

other methods for increasing the number of read events by performing adaptive changes in the

configuration could be investigated.

Another topic for possible future research is the fusion of different classification results. As

briefly discussed in chapter 4, there exist several approaches to combine different classification

results in a consistent Bayesian formulation. For this purpose, a way of assigning posterior

probabilities to a series of read events needs to be found. This idea is of particular interest,

when more than two classifiers are combined.
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A
Appendix

The appendix provides the numerical values for the model parameters of the HMM representing

the exemplary business in in chapter 4.

A.1 Numerical values for the exemplary business process model

The Hidden Markov ModelλB of the exemplary business process in figure 4.15 is characterized

by the following parameters:

π =
[

0 0.99 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025
]

A =























1.0 0 0 0 0 0

1.0 · 10−6 0.00667 0.74 0.24 0.00667 0.00667

1.0 · 10−6 0.00667 0.00667 0.74 0.24 0.00667

1.0 · 10−6 0.00667 0.00667 0.00667 0.74 0.24

1.0 · 10−6 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.99

1.0 · 10−6 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.99
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Appendix A. Appendix

B = I6×6

whereI denotes the identity matrix.
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